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FOREWORD
This report, by the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO), is an
evaluative summary and consolidation of the findings of several Project VOLAR studies
on the attitudes and Army career intentions of permanent party officer and enlisted
personnel. Installation reports from Fort Bragg, Fort Benning, Fort Carson, and Fort Ord,
and attitudinal studies conducted by HumRRO are summarized. Project VOLAR is a
segment of the Modern Volunteer Army program. The sponsor of the research is the
Office of the Special Assistant for the Modern Volunteer Army, Department of the
Army.
The report was prepared at HumRRO Division No. 3, Presidio of Monterey, California. The Director of the Division is Dr. Howard H. McFann. Dr. Robert Vineberg is the
VOLAR evaluation project director, and the report was written by Dr. Vineberg and Dr.
Elaine N. Taylor. Contributions to analysis and interpretation of data were made by Dr.
James S. DeGracie, Dr. S. James Goffard, SP5 Bruce McDiarmid, PFC Alfred Santos, and
SP4 John Welrman.
Administrative and logistical support for preparation of the report was provided by
the U.S. Army Training Center Human Research Unit, Presidio of Monterey, whose chief
is COL Ullrich Hermann.
HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted under Army
Contract DAHC 19-70-C-0012. Training, Motivation, and Leadership Research is performed under Army Project 2Q062107A712.

Meredith P. Crawford
President
Human Resources Research Organization
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,SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION
Proect VOLAR, an aspect of the Modern Vclunteer Army program (MVA), ,vas a
field experiment conducted during FY 1971. Its primary purpose was to introduce two
kinds of i.,movative actions at selected Army installations: (a) actions directed toward
making the Army a more satisfactory place in which to work by fostering professionalism, identification with the Army, and greater job satisfaction among offieers and
enlisted men alike; and (b) actions directed toward making the Army a better
place in
which to live by improving the quality of Army life and removing unnecessary sources of
irritation and dissatisfaction.
Its secondary purpose was to evaluate VOLAR by comparing the attitudes of
officers and enlisted men stationed at the locations where MVA and funded VOLAR
innovations were introduced with the attitudes of officers and men stationed at "control"
locations where only MVA innovations were being introduced.
This report provides an evaluative summary and consolidation of the findings in
several of the VOLAR studies that focused upon permanent party officer and enlisted
personnel. The studies considered in this report include evaluations conducted by each
VOLAR installation-Forts Benning, Bragg, Carson, and Ord-and described in their
reports, and the HumRRO studies of permanent party personnel at Forts Benning,
Carson, Jackson, Knox, Ord, and Bragg and at three installations in USAREUR, and of
an Army-wike sample of men.
Installation studies are summarized first and are followed by summarization of the
HumRRO questionnaire studies. Finally, the implications of the study findings for future
action are discussed.
POST EVALUATIONS

5

Post evaluations, designed to assess many aspects of VOLAR innovations, varied
from post to post. Only the principal features of post reports are presented in this
summary.
Fort Benning
The Fort Benning stuoy was based upon a questionnaire administered at Forts
Benning and Knox in November 1970 and June 1971 to obtain attitudinal data prior to
and during the initial phase of the VOLAR experiment at a VOLAR and non-VOLAR
post.'
Attitudes about how 118 VOLAR action items had been handled were compared for
the November and June administrations at Forts Benning and Knox for the enlisted and
officer groups separately.
A comparison of pre- and post-VOLAR attitudes of enlisted men, covering the 118
features of Army life, showed that a statistically significant positive shift had occurred at
Fort Benning for both first-tour and extended-tour enlisted personnel on 72 items. At
Fort Knox there was a positive shift on 27 items for first-tour personnel and on 33 items
for extended-tour personnel.
1

A total of 4,785 enlisted men and 1,970 officers participated in the study.

Preceding page blank

Comparisois of pre- and post-VOLAR attitudes of officers on the :' 8 features of
Army life showed that a statistically significant positive shift had occurred at Fort
Benning for first-tour officers (56 items) and extended-tour officers (55 items). At Fort
Knox there was a positive shift on 32 items for first-tour officers and on 31 for
extended-tour officers.
An analysis of changes in attitudes indicated that the top 10 impact items for
enlisted men were:
(1) Frequency of kitchen police (KP).
(2) Transportatiun to recreation facilities within a 200-mile radius of this
installation.
(3) -Privacy and individuality in troop barracks.
(4) The policy concerning beer in the barracks.
(5) In-processing procedures.
(6) The frequency with which military personnel are required to perform
refuse and garbage pickup details.
(7) The policies and procedures regarding personal furnitu:re and decoration Cf
individual areas in barracks.
(8) The opportunity to eat breakfast in the unit mess hall after sleeping late on
weekends and holidays.
(9) The frequency with which military personnel are required to cut grass and
police the post.
(10) The policy regarding wearing hats in privately owned vehicles (POVs).
The top 10 impact items for officers were:
(1) The availability of fabrics and sewing supplies at the PX.
(2) Transportation to recreation facilities within a 200-mile radius of this
installation.
(3) The policies regarding the wearing of hats in POVs.
(4) The policies on travel distance during off-duty time.
(5) Frequency of kitchen police (KP).
(6) The operating hours of the Quartermaster clothing sales store.
(7) Ti•e policies and regulations affecting OBV-2 offi 'ers in regard to the
purchase of the Army blue uniform and (its) wear.
(8) Policies and procedures regarding movement from quarters to classrooms.
(9) Costs associated with clearing quarters.
(10) The processing of patients at hospital waiting rooms.
In a factor analysis of 70 items designed to measure attitudes toward the Army,
four factors were identified: Involvement, Inequity, Security, and Leadership. Between
November 1970 and June 1971 there was a significant decrease in feelings of Inequity
among first-tour personnel at Fort Benning. At both Fort Benning and Fort Knox,
significant decreases in feelings of Inequity and increases in feelings of Security and
Leadership were observed for officers between November and June.
There was, however, no evidence that VOLAR affected career attitudes among
enlisted men or officers at Fort Benning during the first six months of 197!.

vi

Fort Bragg
On a smaller scale, Fort Bragg administered'i questionnaire in May 1971 to obtain
information regarding the importance of 19 specitic VOLAR funded projects and five
MVA actions.'
Four projects or actions which most improved satisfaction with the Army were:
(1) Five-day work week.
(2) Ci.,liau KP.
(3) Nnc ,nnecessary reveille.
(4) Liberalized pass policies.
Fort Carson
The major element of the Fort Carson evaluation was the administration of a
questionnaire on a bi-weekly basis beginning in March 1971 and ending in June 1971.2
Fifty-nine planned VOLAR projects, 34 of which were implemented during the first half
of 1971, wire rated with .e--pect to importance.
The 1 0 most important projects for junior and senior enlisted and officer groups
the top 10 for all groups:
Five projects
wvere identibeer.
(1) '11w:uty
lightin~g.were included among
(2) 1,iproved medical ;ervices.
1'3, Labor-saving devices.
(4) Improved medical facilities.
(5) Traffic upgrading.
Four projects that were rated lowest in importance by all groups were:
(1) Support for Inscape Coffee House.
(2) Purchase of two universal gym sets.
(3) Off-post religious retreats.
(4) Purchase of unit esprit items.
A supplementary questionnaire (Commander's Survey) administered to NCOs and
Selected fia.dings were:
officers provided information on a variety of additional topics.e
(1) There is general acceptance of the MVA concept and of VOLAR.
(2) There is lack of agreement that VOLAR is meeting its goals.
(3) Command personnel believed discipline had improved or remained the same
during the VOLAR experiment.
(4) Five items were considered most important for achieving MVA goals:
(a) S•tisfaction with job or duty position.
(b) Promotions based on merit.
(c) Adequate equipment for mission performance.
(d) More emphasis on primary job performance and less on extra duties
and "make work."
(e) Assignment to MOS for which trained.
A total of 331 enlisted men and 46 officers participated in the study.
of 2.637 enlisted men and 332 officers participated in the study.
Two hundred ninety-nine NCOs and officers participated in this study.

2
A total
3
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Fort Ord
The Fort Ord VOLAR program and evaluation focused primarily on innovations
affecting the trainee population rather than permanent party personnel. The Experimental
Volunteer Army Training Program (EVATP) for BCT and AIT, developed at Fort Ord
during January through June 1971, is reported separately.' Findings related specifically
to permanent party personnel in the Fort Ord post evaluation are minor.
HumRRO EVALUATION
The HumRRO evaluation of permanent party personnel consisted of three studies:
(1) A questionnaire study of enlisted men and officers at Forts Benning,
Caison, Jackson, Knox, and Ord. This, the main study, was conducted from January
through June 1971 using 11 successive samples of men.2
(2) A questionnaire study of enlisted men and officers at Fort Bragg and at
three installations in USAREUR, using samplpg of men obtaihed in April and June
1971.3
(3) A questionnaire study of an approximate 1% Army-wide sample of enlisted
men and officers.'
The main study showed the following trends that could be attributed to VOLAR:
(1) At Forts Benning and Carson, a clear increase over time was observed
among enlisted men in their perception of actions -being taken to improve Army life. At
Fort Knox, this trend was observed for men with less than two years of service.
(2) At Fort Benning, there was a slight upward trend in an index of positive
attitude about the Army for enlisted men with more than two years of service. Downward trends were observed at Forts Ord and Knox for men with more than two years of
service and at Fort Jackson for men with less than two years of service.
(3) At Fort Carson, there was an upward trend in intention to re-enlist among
men with less than two years in the Army, and at Fort Knox among men with more than
two years in the Army. There was a downward trend in re-enlistment intention at Fort
Ord among men with more than two years of service.
These findings form a fairly clear and explicable pattern. Upward trends are most
evident at two VOLAR experimental posts, Fort Benning and Fort Carson. At Fort Ord,
an experimental post where most of the innovations were directed at trainees rather than
permanent party, and at the control posts, Fort Jackson and Fort Knox, there a.,
relatively fewer trends of any consequence and more of these trends are downward.
Perhaps the most important observation to be made is that where monies have been
spent on VOLAR innovations affecting permanent party personnel-at Forts Benning and
Carson-there is consistent recognition of Army action by these men, whether they have
had less or more than two years of service.
'Taylor, John E., Michaels, Eugene R., and Brennan, Mark F. The Concepts of Perfornancc.Oriented
Instruction Used in Developing the Experimental Volunteer Army TrainingProgram, HumRRO Technical
Report2 72-7, March 1972.
A total of 19,310 enlisted men and 2,343 officers participated in the study.
3
4A total of 1,330 enlisted men and 169 officer participated in the study.
"A total of 4,731 enlisted men and 641 officers participated in the study.
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For officers the survey returns were so low--and the data so variable that only in a
few instances were seemingly stable trends evident. At Fort Benning, there was a
reasonably clear upward trend in intention to remain in the Army among Voluntary
Indefinite and Regular Army officers. At Fort Jackson, there was an upward trend in
awareness of VOLAR actions for Obligated Tour officers.
The questionnaire studies at Fort Bragg, in USAREUR, and Army-wide did -not
involve successive sampling that would permit the identification of trends.
In the HumRRO studies, enlisted men and officers rated situations and conditions
according to: (a) their personal importance, -(b) the extent-that they see the Army taking
action about them, and (c) their influence on a decision to remain in or leave the Army.
The situations and actions on which there was the greatest agreement among studies
are provided in the next paragraphs. For the enlisted men's list, data are used from the
three studies (the main study at the five CONUS posts, the Fort Bragg and USAREUR
study, and the Army-wide sape.For the officer lists, onaly the- five posts of the main
studyý and- the Army-wide sample are included (the size of samples from Fort Bragg and
UgAREUR were small).'
The items considered most personally important were:
Enlisted Men
Being able to get good medical and
dental service
Being treated with respect
Being treated like a responsible person
Having good food
Getting fair treatment on the job
Doing interesting and satisfying work

Officers
Doing interesting and satisfying work
Getting fair treatment from my
superiors
Having a feeling of usefulness
Having a good family life
Being treated with respect
Having superiors who merit respect

The items on which the most Army action was seen were:
Enlisted Men
A chance to have and use my own
car or cycle
A chance to play sports
Educational opportunities
Opportunity to make and get
telephone calls (not USAREUR)
Legal counsel
Counseling and aid for drug users
(not USAREUR or Army-wide)
*

Officers
Paid vacations
Counseling and aid for drug users
Legal Counsel
Harassment of trainees (not
Army-wide)
A chance to be of service to my
country
Educational opportunities
Freedom from racial and other
discrimination
Good relations with people of other
races
Food (not Army-wide)

The enlisted men's listing is restricted to items from the main study that were common to the
separate groups-men with less than and more than two years of service. The officers' listing is restricted
to items from the main study that were common to the separate groups-Obligated Tour officers and
Voluntary Indefinite and Regular Army officers.
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The items exerting the strongest influence on re-enlisting (enlisted men) or remaining
in the Army (officers) were:
Enlisted Men'

Officers

If a stabilized tour were given for
re-enlisting
If the Army would allow retraining in
an MOS of a man's choice (not
USAREUR)
If weekends and holidays were not
charged against leave time
If I were able to re-enlist for duty in
a specific unit
If a promotion were given as a
re-enlistment bonus
If better education were assured for
dependents
The retirement benefits

If pay increases were based on merit
If there were "across the board" pay
increases
If tours of duty Were stabilized
If there were increased chances for
promotion (not Army-wide)
The retirement benefits
If weekends and holidays were not
charged against leave time (not
Armyowide)
If there were free dental and eye
care for dependents
If there were continued retirement
benefits for my family in case of
my death

Z
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The items exerting the strongest influence on leaving the Army were:
Enlisted Men

Officers

Mickey Mouse stuff
The overtime work
The evening and weekend duty
The way the rules are stated and
enforced
The living quarters (barracks)
The present state of the Vietnam war
(not USAREUR)
The reaction of the general public

Red tape and irrelevancies
If I could get a good civilian job
The present state of the Vietnam war
The evening and weekend duty
The overtime work
The risk of physical danger
The way the rules are stated and
enforced
The reaction of the general public to
the military

to the military (not USAREUR)

FUTURE ACTION
A reasonable procedure for planning future actions aimed at making the Army a
more satisfactory place in which to work and live is to focus attention on conditions
affecting the greatest number of men and producing the most apparent and continuing
effects on their day-to-day lives.

P
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The classes of conditions (followed by specific items under each) that appeared most
consistently as important, as influences to remain in the Army, or as influences to leave
the Army are:
(1) Conditions of re-enlistment or retention
(a) If a stabilized tour were given for re-enlistment
(b) If tours of duty were stabilized
(c) If a promotion were given as a re-enlistment
bonus, or if I were promoted one grade
(d) If I were able to re-enlist for duty in a
specific unit [asked only on the enlisted
questionnaire]
(2) Consideration for the individual
(a) Being treated with respect
(b) Being given the amount of responsibility I
think I can handle, or being treated like
a responsible person
(c) Getting fair treatmen~t on the job, or getting
fair treatment from superiors
(d) Mickey Mouse stuff, or red tape and
irrelevancies
(e) The way the rules are stated and enforced
(3) Personal security
(a) The retirement benefits
(b) If there were across-the-board pay increases
[asked only on officer questionnaires,
(c) If there were continued retirement benefits
for my family in case of my death
[asked only on officer questionnairesi
(4) Work conditions
(a) The overtime work
(b) The evening and weekend duty
(5) Other items
(a) Having a good family life
(b) Being able to get good medical and!
dental service
(c) Doing interesting and satisfying work
(d) If weekends and holidays were not charged
against leave time
(e) The risk of physical danger
(f) The present state of the Vietnam war
(g) The reaction of the general public to the
military

Influence to
remain

Important

Influence to
leave

j

J

Influence to
remain

Influence to
leave
Important
Influence to
remai."
Influence to
leave

The
most compelling items that appeared for all groups in the HumRRO studies
1
were:
(1) Being treated with respect.
(2) Getting fair treatment on the job, or getting fair treatment from my
superiors.
(3) Mickey Mouse stuff, or red tape and irrelevancies.
(4) The overtime work.
(5) The evening and weekend duty.
(6) The present state of the Vietnam War.
(7) The reaction of the general public to the military.
A different classification of items, those rated as least important, also provided
pertinent information for planning. An outstanding category of least important actions
was concerned with leisure, recreational, and religious activities. Most of the items in this
category involved projects that were funded at two VOLAR posts. Providing for more
tleisure-time activities cannot be expected to have much impact on general satisfaction
with Army life.
It seems unlikely that any single action, in and of itself, will greatly affect
satisfaction with Army life and career intentions. The assignment of priorities to candidate actions can only be judgmental. However, the data suggest that focusing actions on
consideration for the individual and conditions of work would affect the greatest number
of men and produce the most apparent and continuing effects on them.

1

As noted earlier, the groups included: Main study-enlisted men with less than two years of service.
enlisted men with more than two years of service, Obligated Tour officers, Voluntary Indefinite and Regular
Army officers; Army-wide study-enlisted men, officers.
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Summary and Review of Studies of the
VOLAR Experiment, 1971:
Installation Reports for Forts Benning,
Bragg, Carson, and Ord, and
HumRRO Permanent Party Studies

INTRODUCTION
THE MODERN VOLUNTEER ARMY PROGRAM AND
THE VOLAR FIELD EXPERIMENT
The Modern Volunteer Army (MVA) program %%is initiated in FY 1971 under the
management of the Special Assistant for the Modem Volunteer Army (SAMVA), as a
major effort to improve, modernize, and strengthen the Army as an institution. SAMVA
has initiated actions that fall into two broad classes: first. those directed toward making
the Army a more satisfactory place to work in by fostering professionalism, identification
with the Army, and greater job satisfaction among officers and enlisted men alike; and
second, actions directed toward making the Army a better place to live in by improving
the quality of Army life and removing unnecessary sources of irritation and
dissatisfaction.
Project VOLAR, an aspect of the MVA program, was a field experiment conducted
during FY 1971 at selected Army installations in the United States-Fort Benning, Ga.;
Fort Bragg, N.C.; Fort Carson, Colo.; Fort Ord, Calif.--and U.S. Army Europe
(USAREUR). Its primary purpose was to introduce specific innovative actions that
seemed likely to produce changes in the Army that would be perceived as improvements
by officers and enlisted men. Its secondary purpose was to identify and evaluate
promising innovations by comparing the attitudes of officers and men stationed at the
locations mentioned, where many and costly innovations were being introduced, with the
attitudes of officers and men stationed at "control" locations-Fort Knox and Fort
Jackson-where relatively few and cost.free innovations were being introduced.
The VOLAR field experiment consisted of a variety of substudies:
(1) Specific evaluitive studies of attitudes about the Army and VOLAR and
MVA innovations conducted by Forts Benning, Bragg, Carson, and Ord.
(2) A cost/effectiveness analysis conducted by the Research Analysis
Corporation (RAC) of VOLAR and MVA innovations at Forts Benning, Bragg, Carson,
and Ord and MVA innovations at Fort Jackson, S.C., and Fort Knox, Ky.
(3) A series of studies conducted by the Human Resources Research
Organization (HumRRO):
(a) Development and trial of training innovations in Basic Combat
and Advanced Individual Training (AIT), at Fort Ord, and comparisons
(BCT)
Training
with control trainees at Fort Jackson. The Experimental Volunteer Army Training
Program (EVATP), a revised training system based upon a prescribed set of broad training
principles, was developed jointly by Fort Ord and HumRRO Division No. 3, Presidio of
Monterey, Calif.
(b) A longitudinal questionnaire study of all men assigned to Basic
Combat Training at Fort Ord and Fort Jackson between January and July 1971.
(c) A questionnaire study of Fort Ord and Fort Jackson trainees from the
midwestern United States, compared with the regular trainee input at these posts.
(d) A questionnaire study of Fort Jackson trainees who participated in an
accelerated training program, compared with EVATP trair.nes at Fort Ord and "control"
trainees at Fort Jackson.
(e) A study at Fort Ord and Fort Jackson of the background
characteristics and the perceptions of Army conditions of men who go AWOL while they
are in BCT or in AIT.
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(f) A questionnaire study of permanent party enlisted and officer
personnel at Forts Benning, Carson, Jackson, Knox, and Ord. This study was conducted
between January and July 1971, using 11 different samples of men.
(g) A study of enlisted and officer permanent party personnel at Fort
Bragg and USAREUR, using the questionnaires administered at the five posts.' This
study is based upon two administrations of the questionnaires to different samples
selected in April and June 1971.
(h) A comparative study of the re-enlistment or retention intentions
expressed by permanent party personnel at Forts Benning, Carson, Jackson, Knox, and
Ord, and any actual re-enrlstment or separation action they may have taken prior to
October 1971.2
(i) A statistical study of the results of the permanent party questionnaire
administered to an approximate 1% Army-wide sample of officers and enlisted men.'
THE PRESENT REPORT
This report provides an evaluative summary and consolidation of the findings in
several of the substudies that focused upon permanent party officer and enlisted personnel. The substudies considered in this report are as follows:
(1) The evaluations conducted by Forts Benning, Bragg, Carson, and Ord and
described in the final installation reports prepared by each post (1,2,3, 4).
(2) The tIumRRO questionnaire studies of permanent party personnel at Forts
Benning, Carson, Jackson, Knox, and Ord ,(main study) (5,7), and at Fort Bragg and
USAREUR (6,§), and of the Army-wide sample (9).
The substudies are dese:ibed Pnd major findings about the impact of VOLAR
innovations n enlisted mnd officer px ,inel are summarized in this report. The enlisted
data from each report are generally s
aarized first, followed by the officer data. Some
post reports combine enlisted and ofi-cer information, particularly that for officers and
enlisted men in the lower grades. Mixed groupings of this sort reflect SAMVA interest in
the impac. of VOLAR innovations on all men in their initial tours of service.
Where possible, some of the post presentations were amplified by additional analyses
conducted by the authors to obtain groupings that allow for comparability among the
different studies. For example, in some instances, the E1-4 and E5 data were combined
to generate an 11-5 group.
Some of the post reports present other kinds of data, such as dependent surveys, or
accident and crime rates. These are briefly reviewed.
THE POST EVALUATIONS
FORT BENNING
The Fort Benning evaluation (1) was based primarily upon information obtained
through the Survey of Attitudes Toward Military Service Questionnaire that was
'The administration of the questionnaires was scheduled and supervised by military personnel at
these 2two locations.
Information on re-enlistment or separation was provided by U.S. Army Personnel Information
Systems Command (PERSINCOM).
3
The questionnaire was distributed by the Department of the Army, Office of Personnel Operations (OPO). This study excluded men at the four experimental and two "control" posts.
4

administered at Fort Benning and at Fort Knox in November 1970 and again in June
1971. The first administration of the questionnaire was intended to provide baseline
data' and the later one to assess shifts in attitudes and Army career intention that had
occurred during the intervening period as a consequence of the VOLAR program. Fort
Knox, which did not receive money for the implementation of VOLAR projects, was
viewed as a control post. (Both posts had implemented nonfunded MVA projects.)
The questionnaire was used to obtain demographic information about each respondent, a statement of his re-enlistment intention (enlisted man) or intention to remain in
the Army (officer), information about his general attitude toward the Army, and his
views of how well certain features and situations of Army life had been handled at Fort
Benning (or Fort Knox). These views were considered the primary means through which
specific VOLAR projects were to be evaluated. At Fort Benning 1,790 enlisted men
completed the questionnaire at the November administration, and 1,151 at the June
administration. The Fort Knox enlisted sample consisted of 1,007 and 837 on the same
dates. The total number of officers completing the questionnaire at Fort Benning was
810 for the November administration and 420 for the June administration. The Fort
Knox officer sample consisted of 396 and 344 for the same dates.
In addition, two instrur. nts designed to assess opinions regarding military discipline
(Opinion Questionnaires VI and VIII) were administered at Fort Benning in April and
May, respectively.
The Fort Benning evaluation report, in addition to reporting results of the questionnaire administration, also presents statistics on actual re-enlistment rates at Fort Benning
during 1970 and at Fort Benning and Fort Knox during the first half of 1971. Finally,
the report provides data from Fort Benning on traditional disciplinary indicators-for
example, AWOLs, Article 15s, and privately owned vehicle (POV) accident rates-for the
period January 1970 through June 1971.
Career Intentions and Actual Re-enlistment Experience
Men were asked to select the statement that best described their Army career
intentions.2 While, as was to be expected, there were significant differences beiween
first-tour and extended-tour personnel, no reliable differences were found between the
November and June administrations of the questionnaire at either Fort Benning or Fort
Knox. Thus, during the first six months of 1971, VOLAR had not affected career
intention among enlisted men or officers.
Actual re-enlistment actions for all Fort Benning post personnel showed that during
1970, 70% of the CONARC re-enlistment goal of 2% was achieved; whereas during the
first half of 1971, 101% of the goal was reached. For Fort Knox, data were available
only for the first half of 1971, during which 53% of the goal was achieved. The Fort
Benning report indicates that it cannot be concluded that the increase at Fort Benning is
attributable to VOLAR in the absence of comparable data for Fort Knox over the same
time periods. The re-enlistment and retention rates for different subgroups of enlisted
men and officers show that the overall increase at Fory Benning in 1971 (whether or not
'Fort Beni.',
been obtaine,.
Ane

was the only post where baseline data--!prior to the inception of VOLAR-had

sauestion they ,-?re a~ked was:

Which or the foh•win g best describes your Army career intentions?'
1. I wi!l rt,,0ain in th.!r Army until retirement.
" will remain i;a the Army for a while longer, but have not decided yet about staying
u.,I

retirement.

3. 1 am undecided about my Army career intentions.
4. 1 will leave the Army upon completion of current obligation.

•

2!

attributable to VOLAR) occurred among career enlisted men and Obligated Tour officers
but not among enlisted men in their first tour (both RA and AUS). Concerning RA
enlisted career personnel, it has been observed that "...VOLAR seems not to have had
a negative impact on re-enlistment experience with this particular category of personnel,
as other data might have led one to expect.-"'
Attitudes Toward the Army
Seventy items of the Survey of Attitudes Toward Military Service Questionnaire
were designed to measure attitudes toward the Army. A factor analysis of these items
provided a set of four factors for the classification of items into easily interpretable
categories. The four factors were:
(1) Involvement. The individual's acceptance of the Army and its missions and
belief that Army service is worthwhile.
(2) Inequity. Feelings and attitudes that are negative toward the Army, for
example, feelings of inequity and that "
the rewards of Army service do not justify
the demands made on the individual by the Army."
(3) Security. Feelings that the Army satisfies security needs.
(4) Leadership. Feelings about the competence of Army leaders and their
understanding
of the
needs composite
and problems
oe their
men. for each factor and re-enlistment
Correlations
between
scores
of items
intention were comiputed. For both first-tour enlisted men and officers, the highest
correlation was obtained between Security and career intention (r = .49 for enlisted men
and .53 for officers). That is, men who perceive the Army -as satisfying- their security
needs tend to express an intention to make the Army a career. The second highest
correlation for enlisted men was between Involvement and career intention (r = .36). The
correlations for Inequity and Leadership with career intention were of similar magnitude
(r = -. 21 and .24, rcrnectively). "The individual who felt that the Army makes inequitable
demands was less likely to elect the Army as a career, and, conversely, the individual who
felt that Army leaders were capable and understanding was more likely to do so."
However, these last two correlations are slight. The second highest correlation for officers
was between Inequity and career intention (r =--.40). The correlations for Involvement
and Leadership with officers' career intention were similar (r = .38 and .32, respectively).
Factor composite scores obtained for the November and June administrations of the
questionnaire were compared to determine the effects that VOLAR might have had on
these attitudes, No differences among enlisted men were observed between administrations in the Involvement, Security, and Leadership factors. "However, at Fort Benning,
there was... a significant decrease in feelings of inequity among first-tour enlisted
personnel, probably attributable to Fort Benning VOLAR actions, since a comparable
change did not occur at Fort Knox."
For officers, there were no significant changes in Invoivement between the two
testing periods at either post. There were, however, significant decreases in feelings of
Inequity and increases in feelings of Security and Leadership at both posts between
November and June.
As expected, extended-tour personnel exhibited more positive attitudes than firsttour personnel.
The factor composite score for Inequity was the lowest of the four factors for
first-tour enlisted personnel. This suggests that men were more concerned about inequities4

:
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See "Analysis of Morale Indicators" (p. 9) for further discussion.
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than about the other three factors. Since VOLAR innovations at Fort Benning
concentrated on this factor, it appears that Fort Benning has addressed the area most in
need of improvement. It should be noted, however, that Inequity is les':!trongly related
to career intention than either Involvement or Security. Thus, while Inequity may be the
area most in need of improvement, and the area most conspicuous to enlisted personnel,
it may not be the area where innovations will have the greatest impact on re-enlistment.
Finally, a different kind of statistic is contained in the Fort Benning report
concerning the attitudes held by the personnel at Fort Benning and at Fort Knox about
their own post as opposed to other Army posts within the U.S.' Compared to Fort
Knox, for all grade levels combined, ... the increase in attitudes at Fort Benning was
highly significant... " between the November and June administrations of this questionnaire item. Attitudes of officers were initially high and showed no significant change
between November and June.
VOLAR Actions at Fort Benning
In the main survey, 118 items were concerned with the respondent's view of how
well certain features and situations of Army life had been handled at his post (Fort
Benning or Fort Knox). With this information, it was possible to relate the imoact )f
each item to both career intentions and general attitudes toward the Army, and to
estimate the attitudes of individuals toward the actions themselves.
Little relationship was found between individual actions and career intention for
enlisted men. The highest correlation obtained for any single item and re-enlistment
intention was .16. In general, this lack of relationship can be attributed to the fact that
no single innovation, in and of itself, exerts much influence on career intention, whenj in
fact, relatively few people are actually considering re-enlistment. Among the 27 items
with the highest correlations (A16- .11), 17 were identified as being relevant to most
enlisted men at Fort Benning. These werg classified into six general categories:
(1) The privacy and individuality afforded them in troop barracks.
(2) Efforts of commanders to establish realistic suspenses, provide adequate
notification concerning details, and explain reasons for doing tasks in a certain way.
(3) Recognition for the work they do.
(4) Information concerning what they are doing and its importance.
(5) Freedom from menial tasks not a part of their MOS.
(6) Consideration of their nonduty needs.
For officers, as with enlisted men, there was little relationship between individual
actions and career intention. The highest correlation obtained for any single item and
career intention was .22. The Fort Benning authors observe that the items most strongly
correlated with officer career intention have to do with the manner in which enlisted
personnel are treated. These items were classified into four general categories:
(1) Recognition of the accomplishment of lower ranking personnel.
(2) Effective leadership, providing needed information and explanations.
(3) Reduction in the number of formations and increase in personal freedom
for the soldier.
(4) In general, increased responsiveness of "the system" to the needs of the
soldier.
'The item was: Compared to other Army posts within the United States, where I have 1-cen
assigned, this post is:
1. One of the best,
2. About average,
3. One of the worst,
4. I have served at no other pofit.

7

scores of
Relationships between specific VOLAR actions and the factor comr,.
Involvement, Inequity, Security, and Leadership were studied for the enlistea data. Where
possible, the Fort Benning authors developed a logical classification of actions relating
most highly to each of the specific factors. This was not possible for the Security factor.
With regard to the Inequity classification. the specific actions that have had the
largest impact appear to fall in the following categories:
(1) Consideration for the soldier in terms of realistic suspenses, reduction of
"hurry up and wait," realistic time to prepare for inspections, and reduction of nonwork-week duty assignments.
(2) A decrease in the requirement to perform menial tasks not related to
primary duty (e.g., cutting grass, policing the post).
(3) A reduction in economic privation, such as purchase of personal items for
display purposes only, and several items relating to information about pay.
With regard to the Leadership classification, specific actions that have had th'? largest
impact for enlisted men appear to fall in the following categories:
(1) The soldier's need for self-esteem and leader actions toward him that
enable him to preserve his own dignity.
(2) The soldier's need to feel that he is wanted and valued as an individual,
and that his problems will receive attention.
The picture for the Involvement factor was less clear, so the following classification
is provided with reservations:
(1) The amount of freedom afforded them.
(2) Consideration for them by their superiors, expressed in the form of
explanations of reasons, times at which supporting troops report, reactions to problems
and complaints,
and so on.
(3) Increased
facilities and opportunities (e.g., military nightclub facilit~es for
servicemen E1-4).
The correlations between specific VOLAR actions and the four factors were
similarly examined for the officer group. No classification of actions that related most
data.that
Theappeared
most general
of the
wasreport
developed
highly
to each
most observastrongly
was "for officer
the items
tion made
in the
Fortfactors
Benning
related to officer attitudes toward Involvement, Inequities, Security, and Leadership

i

reflected the officer's apparent concern for the soldier more than for himself."
Attitudes about how 118 VOLAR action items had been handled were compared for
the November and June administrations at Fort Benning and Fort Knox for the enlisted
and the officer groups separately. The Impact of VOLAR actions was assessed for each
item through an analysis that tested the significance of differences in the amount of
had aa
Sixty-five items
items had
posts.' Forty-nine
men at
at the
enlisted men
attitude between
change
Forttwo
Benning.
relativelyin significant
impact the
on enlisted
similar impact on officers. For these items, differences between the November and June
samples at Fort Benning were reliably greater in a positive direction relative to differences
between November and June samples at Fort Knox.
A simple comparison of pre- and post-VCLAR enlisted attitudes covering the 118
features of Army life showed that a statistically significant positive shift had occurred at
Fort Benning for both first-tour and extended-tour personnel on 72 items. At Fort Knox
there was a positive shift on 27 items for first-tour personnel and on 33 items for
extended-tour personnel.'
1

An analysis of variance was performed for each item. The interaption between Post and Time was
the statistic
reported.
2
7jhese data do not appear in the Fort Benning report, but were obtained in personal communica-

tion between the present authors and HumRRO Division No. 4 at Fort Benning, Georgia.
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The top 10 high impact items for enlisted men are:
(1) Frequency of kitchen police (KP).
(2) Transportation to recreation facilities within a 200-mile radius of this
installation.
(3) Privacy and individuality in troop barracks.
(4) The policy concerning beer in the barracks.
(5) In-processing procedures.
(6) The frequency with which military personnel are required to perform
refuse and garbage pickup details.
(7) The policies and procedures regarding personal furniture and decoration of
individual areas in barracks.
(8) The opportunity to eat breakfast in the unit mess hall after sleeping late on
weekends and holidays.
(9) The frequency with which military personnel are required to cut grass and
police the post.
(10) The policy regarding wearing hats in POVs.
As is noted in the Fort Benning report, the large number of high impact items
precludes summarization. It is, however, observed that

"...it

is significant that three of

the top ten items have to do with VOLAR actions that reduced or eliminated details
(KP, police of the post, and garbage or refuse pick-up). Two deal with freedom to
individualize personal areas in the barracks and privacy."
Comparisons of pre- and post-VOLAR officer attitudes on thle 118 features of Army
life showed that a statistically significant positive shift had occurred at Fort Benlning for

first-tour officers (56 items) and extended-tour officers (55 items). At Fort Knox there
was a positive shift on 32 items for first-tour officers and on 31 for extended-tour
officers.
The top 10 high impact items for officers are as follows.
(1) The availability of fabrics and sewing supplies at the PX.
(2) Transportation to recreation facilities within a 200-mile radius of this
installation.
(3) The policies regarding the wearing of hats in POVs.
(4) The policies on travel distance during off-duty time.
(5) Frequency of kitchen police (KP).
(6) The operating hours of the Quartermaster clothing sales store.
(7) The policies and regulations affecting OBV-2 officers in regard to the
purchase of the Army blue uniform and (its) wear.
(8) Policies and procedures regarding movement from quarters to classrooms.
(9) Costs associated with clearing quarters.
(10) The processing of patients at hospital waiting rooms.
Analysis of Morale Indicators
Two interim questionnaires designed to assess opinions about military discipline were
administered at Fort Benning in April and May. The questions conceilned the willingness
of soldiers to do the tasks assigned to them, their attitudes toward their superiors, and
their superiors' attitudes toward them. The data indicate that officers ar.d enlisted
personnel below E6 agree that soldiers' attitudes either hive not changed or they are
better since VOLAR was initiated. NCOs of E6 or E7 grades feel that soldiers' attitudes
are somewhat worse, with E7s more negative than E6s. Of great significance, however, is
that personnel at all rank levels tend to agree that NCOs' and officers' attitudes toward
soldiers either have not changed or are somewhat improved.
There is a strong tendency for officers and higher ranking NCOs to agree that
observance of military courtesy and soldiers' willingness to keep up their own appearance
9
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are worse since VOLAR was initiated. Lower ranking soldiers believe either that there has
been no change, or (in the case of appearance) that there has been an improvement.
NCOs of E6 and E7 grades feel that the soldiers' willingness to follow unit
directives, follow officers' directives, and do what the Army expects has worsened.
Officers and lower ranking enlisted men do not agree with this.
Data are also presented for Fort Benning on traditional disciplinary indicators
(AWOL, Article 15s, etc.) for the period of January 1970 through June 1971. These data
are highly variable over time and, in general, probably reflect no real change over time.
Thus, the disciplinary indicators do not appear to substantiate the contention of higher
ranking NCOs that discipline has deteriorated.
Comparisons Between Fort Benning and Fort Knox
Some of the data and discussion in the Fort Benning evaluation report involve
comparisons between that post and Fort Knox. The authors of the Fort Benning report
point out that with regard to re-enlistment experience, the post difference in FY 1971
cannot be attributed to VOLAR, and in the case of morale indicators interpretations
should be made with caution. For the data where analysis of variance has been applied
(comparisons of differential impact of VOLAR actions), some caution in interpretation
might also be exercised. As will be noted in the review of the HumRRO evaluation
report, and as amply demonstrated in the HumRRO report (6), attitudes toward the
Army and toward re-enlistment or retention ... are strongly dependent upon background characteristics." The Fort Benning Evaluation Report does not deal with the
question of the comparability of the background characteristics of the two post samples.
Data collected in the administration of the HumRRO questionnaire at Fort Benning and
Fort Knox indicate, however, that the background characteristics of the populations at
these two posts do differ.'
While comparisons between the two posts may be based upon samples of men with
somewhat different background characteristics, the research design employed partially
takes background differences into account by using each post as its own control and
analyzing the interaction of Post by Time. It should be emphasized that the significance
values reporied for the impact of actions at Fort Benning are, however, of considerable
magnitude. Furthermore, among enlisted men at Fort Benning. the shift in attitudes
between November and June was significant for all 65 high- and medium-impact actions
(i.e., actions on which a relatively greater shift in attitude was observed at Fort Benning
than at Fort Knox) as well as for seven low-impact actions. Among officers at Fort
Benning, the shift in attitude was significant for all 49 high- and medium-impact actions
and for seven (first tour) and six (extended tour) low-impact actions.
FORT BRAGG
The Fort Bragg evaluation (2) was based primarily upon information obtained
through the VOLAR Survey Questionnaire that was administered to 331 enlisted men
and 46 officers on 25 May 1971. This information was supplemented by information
from the "Beer Questionnaire," an instrument designed to obtain attitudes toward beer

'For example, at Fort Benning, 59.4% and at Fort Knox, 51.6% of the enlisted sample had been
in the Army two years or less. At Fort Benning, 24.8% were in grades E6-9, whereas at Fort Knox,
34.0% were in these grades. At Fort Benning, 19.0%, and at Fort Knox 15.9% were Black. Fifty percent
of the Fort Benning sample came from the Southeast, compared to 41 at Fort Knox.
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and liquor consumption in mess halls and barracks, administered to 289 EM and 38
officers on 22-23 June.
The VOLAR Survey Questionnaire contained 19 items related to specific projecLt
funded in FY 1971, five items related to MVA innovations, 10 items related to project,;
to be funded in FY 1972, rs well as six miscellaneous and background information it,,ms.
The major purpose of the VOLAR Survey Questionnaire was to (a) obtain relative
rankings of the extent to which Army life at Fort Bragg was improved by the 19
VOLAR projects that were funded in FY 1971 and five MVA innovations, and (b) obtain
ratings of the degree to which each specific innovation, independent of other innovations,
enhanced personal satisfaction with the Army, using a four-point scale (helps a great deal,
helps somewhat, does not help at all, does not affect ine at all). Relative rankings and
independent rating.. were also obtained for the 10 projects to be funded in FY 1972.
All of the VOLAR Survey Questionnaire results were analyzed by, and presented
for, four enlisted grade levels (E1-4, E5. E6, E7-9) and for two officer groupings bwasd
upon time in the Army (less than 3 years and 3 years or inori,)rThedata are purely
descriptive and, while providing information about the specific Fort Bragg projects,
provide little basis for comparison with other installation reports or with the more
obtained
general survey conducted by llumRRO. Further, while the questionnaires
leavei the Artiy, or
reformation

about a man'.- career plans (stay in the Artiy,

undetided), none of the data presented ii the report relate career intention to attitudes
toward the specific' projects.
The projects selected lky Fort Bragg for its VOLAR 1971 plan were *designed to
releast the soldier from menial details. reduce irritants, and improve the soldier's life
style." The selection of projects focused upon the lower enlisted grades (El-5) and junior
officers (less than 3 years in the Army) in accordance with the MVA program emnphasis
on these groups.
The 19 funded projects for FY 1971 and the five MVA projects are summarized in
the Fort Bragg report according to their relative rankings from high to low. with respect
to their importance for improving Army life at Fort Bragg as they were ranked by the
E1-5 and junior officer target groups combined. The relative rank ordering of each
project does not provide information about a projects perceived value independent of
other projects and (for other reasons) may be less tweful than direct ratings.' l)irect
ratings provide information that is more meaningful for comparisons with data in other
reports.
The authors of this report have computed the mean rating of each project for the
two officer groups and for new groupings of enlisted men into El-5 and E6-9 gradi'
levels, again to provide comparability with other reports. Mean ratings were based upon
the frequencies with which individual grade levels selected the categories helps a great
deal, helps somewhat, does not help at all as descriptors of the dhgre., to which a
specific project "helps you to I, more personally satisfied in the Army." rh' weights
given to the responses were: 3-helps a great deal. 2-helps somewhat. aild I-does riot
help at all,2 The mean ratings are presented in Table 1. with their rank order in
1each respondent was instructed to select the six most and six least important prpjects and to
indicate the single most important and the single least important projects. A system of weighting was
devised WA generate the overall rankings with the 12 responses not identified winttg the mnist or least
important by a respondent receiving a weight at midrange. This procedure provides adequate discrimina.
tion only at the extremes of the list and is particularly insensitive to projects falling in the remainder of
the range.
2
The rAting "this item does not affect me" is not included in the emnputation of the mean values.
The mean ratings reported are weighted for the frequencies in the sulbsamples (El-.1, E5, and officers
with less than :1 years in the Army) who responded using the first three points of the original four-lpint
scale.
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Table 1

Mean Ratings of FY 1971 Funded and MVA Projects
Obtained at Fort Bragg, for Enlisted and Officer Groups
Mean Rating by Groupb
Projecte

E1.5

E6.9

01.3

04.6

Civilian KPs
Barracks partitions and furniture
Five-day work week
Modified haircut regulations
No unnecessary reveille

2.84(2)
2.65(6)
2.88(1)
2.66(5)
2.77(4)

2.75(2)
2.55(8)
2.86(1)
2.19(12)
2.68(3)

2.6701)
2.62(2)
2.61(3)
2.29(7)
2.35(5)

2.73(2)
2.65(3)
2.82(1)
1.88(22)
2.48(4)

Liberalized pass policies
Special Services recreational equipment
Improved on-post bus service

2.78(3)
2.34(10)
2.40(8)

2.60(5)
2.56(7)
2.68(6)

2.43(4)
2.32(6)
2.08(13)

2.39(8)
2.22(11)
2.48(10)

Civilian preventive maintenance of troop buildin
Repair, plaster, and paint selected barracks and
mess halls
Civilian collection of refuse
Civilian police of roads and grounds
Free sewing service

2.22(13)

2.05(18)

1.93(18)

2.21(12)

2.28(13)
2.18(15)
2.20(14)
2.37(9)

2.24(11)
2.49(9)
2.46(10)
2.63(4)

2.21(8)
2.17(9.5)
2.09(12)
2.13(11)

2.14(15)
2.46(5)
2.43(6)
2.38(9)

Permit beer in barracks and mess halls
Repair of Womack Army Hospital elevators

2.45(7)
2.33(11)

2.16(14.5) 2.00(15.5) 2.15(14)
2.09(16)
1.71(22)
2.04(17.5)

Re.roof mess halls and paint barreck latrines
in 82d •,va
Repair Theater #10 in 12th Support area
Repair of company streets in RTC area
Renovation of four music ente tainment centers
Repair of temporary mess hall floors post-wide
Repair and painting of post swimming pools

2.11(18.5)
2.11(18.5)
1.98(20)
2.13(16)
1.92(21)
2.12(17)

2.17(13)
2.02(21)
2.04(19)
2.06(17)
1.96(22)
2.16(14.5)

2.00(15.5)
1.92(19)
2.17(9.5)
2.00(15.5)
1.64(23)
2.00(15.5)

2.42(7)
1.92(21)
2.20(13)
2.00(19)
1.94(20)
2.04(17.5)

Renovation of Fort Bragg Playhouse
Painting of main post BOOs
Installation of new lights at Hedrick Stadium

1.74(24)
1.75(23)
1.84(22)

1.81(23)
1.73(24)
2.03(20)

1.44(24)
1.76(20)
1.73(21)

1.46(24)
2.13116)
1.77(23)

aProjects are listed in rank order for the combined groups EI-5 and junior officer.
bRank order appears in parentheses next to each mean rating.

parentheses, for El-5, E6-9, officers with less than 3 year. of service, and officers with 3
or moie years of service.

The projects are listed in Table 1 in the rank order (from most to least important)
given in the Fort Bragg report for the combined E1-5 and junior officer group. There is
fair agreement that the top four most important items for affecting satisfaction are:
"Five-day work week," "Civilian KPs," "No unnecessary reveille," and "Liberalized pass
policies" (with the exception of the 04-6 group). Officers as a group rated "Barracks
partitions and furniture" slightly higher than the enlisted men. "Modified haircut'regulations" appears to give somewhat less satisfaction to the E6-9 group and considerably less
to the 04-6 grol'p. "Renovation of the Fort Bragg Playhouse," "Painting of main post

BOQs" (with the exception of the 04-6 group), "Repair of temporary mess hall floors
12
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post-wide," and "Installation of new lights at Hedrick Stadium" were, in general, the
projects that produced the least satisfaction among all groups.
The authors of this report have computed mean ratings for each of the 10 projects
to be funded in FY 1972 for El-5, E6-9, officers with less than 3 years, and officers
with 3 years or more in the manner described for the FY 1971 and MVA projects. These
data are presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Mean Ratings of Future Projects to be Funded in FY 1972
Obtained at Fort Braggn for Enlisted and Officer Groups
Mean Rating by Groupa

Project
E6-9

01-3

46

2.48(1)

2.31(7)

2.33(3)

1.80(9)

2.44(2)
2.42(3)
2.40(4)
2.33(5)
2.30(6)
2.19(7)
2.16(8)

2.56(1)
2.36(6)
2.43(2)
2A1 (3)
2.38(4)
2.37(5)
2.24(8)

2.68(1)
2.50(2)
2.07(7)
2.26(4)
2.21(5)
2.00(8)
1.76(9)

2.50(2)
2.65(1)
2.25(6)
2.46(3)
2.39(4)
2.30(5)
1.96(7)

2.04(9)
1.86(10)

2.02(9) 2.12(6)
1.82(10) 1.67(10)

El-5

Continue and improve Meddac Drug Abuse Program
Central appointment system for clinics at
Womack Army Hospital
Expand dispensaries to care for dependents
Provide funds to improve day rooms
Modernize pharmaceutical services
Renovate medical facilities
Improve Army Community Service Program
Improve religious facilities
Initiate social work service for Womack
out-patient clinics
Renovate post transportation building

1.88(8)
1.68(10)

aRank order appears in parenthewes next to eech mean rating.

There is fair agreement on most items of Table 2, with the most evident exception
being "Continue and improve Meddac Drug Abuse Program," which the more senior
personnel rated lower in potential satisfaction,
Briefly, the results of the "Beer Questionnaire" indicate general approval of the
availability of beer in mess halls and barracks. This questionnaire did not attempt to
assess the impact of the availability of beer upon general attitudes toward the Army or
toward intention to remain in the Army, so it provides no information directly bearing
upon the impact of this aspect of the VOLAR program. It may be of interest to note.
that, while a higher percentage (80-100%) of enlisted men in all grade levels and both
officer groups indicated that "E1-4 should be allowed to purchase liquor on post, if 21
or over," less than one-half of the men at any enlisted grade level or in either officer
group thought that the Army should "permit hard liquor to be stored and consumed in
the barracks."
FORT CARSON
The Fort Carson evaluation (3) consists of six substudies:
(1) Mission Performance-a subjective resume of the value of VOLAR is
presented. Since no objective data are provided, this substudy does not lend itself to
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c'ompt-rison with findings in other sttudie's and it; not. included in this review and
summary.
(2) Evaluation of F"unded VOLAR P~rojects-for 59 planned projects, including
the 34 that were implemented during FY 1971, evaluation was conducte'd through tile
administration of a questionnaire to enlisted men and officers onl a hi-weekly basis
biegrinning in lato March and ending in mnid-June.
(3) Evaluation of thlt Effect, of tile VOLAR Test onl thle Attitudes Toward tile
Army and Re-enlistment. and Officer Retention Behavior or Intontions-measures of
attitudes abiout funded projects are given for mien with dirferent career intentions.
(4) Dependent Survey-a questionnaire was mailed, during thet week of 19-23
April, to a sample of wvives of personnel living onl and off post. Included were questions
designed to assess attitudes towvard Army life' in general. thet VOIJAR program,. and tile
wife's perception of her influence onl career decisions.
(5 Commnd~uuers* Survey-a questionnaire witas administered to NCt~s. warrant
officers, and commissioned offic-ers- in latte May 1971. The questionnaire included items
oin career intentions, support for VOLAR. thet effectiveness of VOLAR., the( effect of
VOLAR onl discipline. and suggestions fo~r bringing absout a Modern Volunteer Army.
(d) Impact of Life, Style- Improvements ott D~iscipline at Fort CarSon-a description oif staitistical discitpline indicators (AWOL. narcotics offenses. etv.) collected between
1 January and 30)June 1971 is prese-nted.
Fort CAirson substudies (2) through (6) will bet considered in more detail in the
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There were 59 planned project% for FYV 1971. 31.1 of which were implemented
bietween lJanuary and .lune 1971. A questionnaire was developed it) estimlate thle- importanc-e oif all planned projects and thet impact of e'ac'h project that was implemented.
In1dividual imtportantce scores were voiniptted. Nitsed upon thet respondent's rating of
eacht projec-t. onl a three-point scale of a'ery important. faiirly impiortant. and not it till
important. These responses were assigned value.- (if 5. 3.and 1. respectively. and the(
nivan value for all respondents was determined for each project. All projects. plantnedl or
implemented. wvere evaluated withi respiect ito their importance. A total of 2.637 enlisted
men and 332 officers particiliated in this ev:iluatioat.
Ani inidividual impact score was generated. based upon thet respondent's imtportanve
score for tile project. whether thet project had affec-ted hinm personally, and whlethter he
viewed tilt- effect as satisfac-tory or untsatisfactory. (No impact scores will bet reported in
this stuninary.1)
'Since projects we're implemented at different times during the VOLAlI test period. the' number
of respondents whoe evaluate'd impact varied from project to project. depending upon the time of
implementation and upon the' number of livnion- who' had been personally arifri'ed by thet innovation
and therefore were eligible to provide informiation usemd ins computing impact scoresi. Becvause, each
individual project was eivaluated selectively by different groups or pc'nmons. an unknown degrree or
populastion bins has undoubtedly beena introduced into this measure. For example, it is very difficult ito
interpiret- the rank order of Irfr the Fine' Arts Impact Score. based upon thet responlses or 20 individuals
in thep combined El .5 and 01-:1 group who had taken advantage of the Fine' Art%program. m.'compared

to a rank order of 19 for the Drug Center Impact 2Score, which had been based upon the respVonses of
3117 individuals in tlhe same grades who lhad been personally affected by the program. It is important ito
nite, that the importanice score, used in computing an impact wcore is based uponi only those- individuals
who were personally affected by the innovation and that th~eir importanc'e ratings may be rnarkedl3%
different from those of the'- entire evaluation s~iiple.
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Information presented in the Fort Carson report on evaluation of funded projects
includes the following:
(1) Mean inmportance scores (and mean impact scores) for each project for the
following subgroups:
(a) E1.4
(b) E5
(c) E6.9
(d) W2-4
(e) 01-3

(f) 04-6
(2) Mean importance scores (and mean impact scores) for each project for the
following combined subgroups arranged according to career intention:
(a) El-5 and 01-3 (stay)
(b) El-5 and 01-3 (leave)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

EI-5 and 01-3 (undecided)
E6-9, W2-4, 04-6 (stay)
E6-9, W2-4,
W2.4, 04-6
04-6 (undecided)
(leave)
E6-9,

:

(3) Mean importance scores (and mean impact scores) presentedi graphically for
each project for all grade levels (E1-9, W2-4, ancl 01-6 combined) fLr the three career
intention groupings: stay. leave, and undecided.
(4) Comparisons for the stay and leave groups (all grade levels combined) for
those projects with minimum differences in importance scores between these groups.
(Similar comparisons are provided for impact scores.)
(5) Project objectives and subobjectives, identified in a subsection of the
evaluation report of funded projects. Data are reported, where available, on usage rates of
relevant equipment, facilities, and services. Also, in this section, mean importance (and
impact) scores are reported for each project analyzed for all grades combined by career
intention groupings. Tabular presentations for each project in this subsection are
repetitions of data presented earlier.
A considerable portion of the Fort Carson analysis concentrates upon project
importance scores based upon groups with different career intentions. As stated in the
Fort Carson report summary, persons who intend to remain in the Army have higher
importance scores and more positive attitudes toward the Army than persons who do not
intend to remain. Comparisons between men who do and do not intend to stay in the
Army will not be dealt with extensively here. The important point is that persons who
intend to remain in the Army have more positive attitudes about the. Army and Army
actions than persons who intend to leave the Army. Higher importance (and impact)
scores among persons who express an intention to re-enlist probably reflect the more
positive attitude of this group, and cannot be considered as evidence that VOLAR
projects have affected career intention. The most suitable evidence would be a comparison of career intentions before and after the introduction of the VOLAR 1971
program, data that could not be provided in the Port Carson report. For this reason, a
considerable portion of the Fort Carson data on evaluation of funded projects will not be
summarized here.
The data that provide the most critical information for summarization, and allow for
possible comparisons with other studies use mean importance (and mean impact) scores
for El-4, E5, E6-9, 01-3, and 04-6 subgroups, and for combined subgroups El-5 and
01-3 (undecided).
In Table 3, the 10 projects with the highest mean importance scores (with their
rankings in parentheses) are presented for El-5 (computed by the authors), for E6.9,
01-3, 04-6, and E1-5 combined with 01-3 for those respondents who were undecided
15

Table 3

The 10 Projects Rated Highestin i•nportance by
Several Enlisted and Officer Groups at Fort Carson
Mean Rating by Groupsa

Project

~EO

E1-

E4.9IUneie
E..13

013
0.

04
4

Security lighting

4.2301)

4.44(2.5)

4.5111)

4.01(3)

4.00(4)

Improved medical services
Labor-saving devices

4.08(2)
3.84(3)

4.44(2.5) 4A6(2)
4.14(1)
4.12(4)

4.42(1)
3.77(4)

4.37(2)
3.97(6)

Improved medical facilities
Cubicle and furniture for barracks

3.83(4)
4.46(1)
3.81(5.5)

4.21(3)
3.95(7)

4.26(2)
3.53(8)

4.42(1)
4.18(3)

Traffic upgrading
Civilianize KPs-selected messes

3.81(5.5)
3.80(7)

4.17(4)

4.07(6)
3.87(9)

3.71(6)

3.69(9)

GED assistance

3.68(8)

3.80(10)

4.10(5)

3.72(5)

Day room furniture
Community facilities interior

3.67(9)

3.8948)

3.94(8)

3.57010)

3.86(9)

3.76010.5)

3.96(6)
3.91(7)

3.76(10.5) 3.51(9)

(auto craft shop)
Renovate electrical distribution system
Refuse collection
Provide training awards
Support of Drug Center
All-purpose courts equipment

3.97(6)

3.57(7)
3.47(10)

3.97(6)
3.71(8)
3.65010)

*Rmnk order appears in parentheses next to each mean rating.

about remaining in or leaving the Army. E1-5 and 01-3 groupir') are viewed as critical
target group, of the VOLAR program. The combined undecided group can be viewed
with particular interest, simply because the men in this group have not made a decision.
While it would be preferable to present data for undecided enlisted and officer personnel
separately, the Fort C'ason report does not contain sufficient information to permit the
separation of these two groups.
There is a fair amount of agreement among all groups. Five of the highest ranking
projects are common to the E1-5, E6-9, 01-3, and 04-6 groups. In addition, most of the
remaining projects are shared among two or more of these groups.
The 10 projects with, the lowest mean importance scores are presented in Table 4.
Again, there is considerable agreement. Four of the lowest ranking projects are common
to the E1-5, E6-9, 01-3, and 04-6 groups and most of the remaining projects are shared
by two or more groups.

A
i1

Effects of the VOLAR Test on Attitudes Toward the
Army and on Career Behavior or Intentions
This section of the Fort Carson report primarily summarizes questionnaire data for
persons who intend to leave the Army, intend to remain in the Army, or are undecided.

Major findings were:
(1) Persons who intend to remain in the Army have higher importance scores
and higher impact scores in their ratings of Fort Carson VOLAR projects.
(2) Persons who intend to remain in the Army are ... more likely to have a
more favorable attitude toward the Army since asignment to Fort Carson; more likely to
16
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Table 4

The 10 Projects Rated Lowest in Importance by
Several Enlisted and Officer Groups at Fort Carson
Mean Rating by Groupsa

ProEect
EI-5

Purchase two Universal Gym Sets
Off-post religious retreats
Support for Inscope Coffee House
Junior high bus service
Purchase unit esprit items
Provide maid service for bachelor quarters
Construct training facility
Provide unit re-enlistment incentives
Support of re-enlistment program
Rehabilitate re-enlistment building
Purchase ice cream machines
Provide transportation for military to and
from airport
Employ one Protestant and one Catholic
Education Director

2.49(50)
2.44(51)
2.40(52)
2.35(53)
2.34(54)
2.32(65)
2.30(56)
218(67)
2.16(58)
2.01(59)

E6-9

2.36(57) 2.59(56.5) 2.06(54)
2.66(54.5) 2.63(52) 1.96(56)
1.94(59) 2.58(58) 1.74(59)
2.61(53.5)
2.80(50) 2.61(53.5) 2.07(53)
2.67(51)

0
04U

1.92(57)
2.09(54)
1.61(59)
2.20(51.5)

2.48(59)
2.78(51)
2.00(56)

2.75(52)
2.70(53)

Fine arts program
New coffee house

2.66(54.5)
2.42(56)

Ski trips

2.23(58)

Transportation for off-post dependents
Contract support for Chaplain
Community facilities interior
Purchase equipment for Chapel

1-6.01-31
i
01-3

1.97(55)
1.89(57)

2.59(56.5)
2.70(50)
2.60(55)

2.16(53)
1.79(58)

2.22(50)
2.10(52)
1.84(58)
2.14(51)
2.18(50)

2.20(51.5)
2.03(55)

*Rank order appears in parentheses next to each mean rating.

believe a Modem Volunteer Army is possible; and are more likely to see their superiors,
peers, and subordinates as supporting VOLAR."
(3) Positive attitudes toward the Army, grade, importance and impact scores,
and re-enlistment intention are all interrelated (e.g., persons in the higher grades tend to
have more positive attitudes toward the Army, and tend to have higher importance and
impact scores).
The title of this section of the Fort Carson report implies that attitudes toward the
Army and re-enlistment or retention have been affected by VOLAR. However, while data
were collected periodically in six administrations of the questionnaire and shifts in
attitude over time might have been detected, no data on changes in attitude across the
six administrations, which might have been attributable to VOLAR, are presented in the
Fort Carson report.
Dependent Survey
As indicated in the introduction to the Fort Carson evaluation, a Dependent Survey
was conducted. Data are reported on:
(1) Miscellaneous items dealing with wives' preferences concerning location of
housing, need for information and orientation concerning facilities and community
17
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activities at Fort Carson, choice of location of schools, and so forth; wife's influence in
family decision making, including the decision of whether to remain in or leave the
Army; and wife's rating of the relative importance of medical care and facilitiea, adequate
housing, and the PX and commissary.
(2) Ratings of factors influencing them to remain in the Army.
(3) Ratings of various aspects of Army medical care.
(4) Ratings of various characteristics of housing.
(5) Ratings of various PX and commissary characteristics.
(6) Ratings of their familiarity with VOLAR.
(7) Open-ended responses that required respondents to list VOLAR projects
they felt to be important and unimportant and to indicate other problems and
suggestions.
This questionnaire was mailed to 357 wives living on and off post and was
completed and returned by 185 (52%). Evidence is presented suggesting that the partial
return is not biased.
Two of the miscellaneous questionnaire items are of particular interest in the present

report. Item 10 is: "Has your family made a decision on the Army?" In response, 30%of
the sample indicated they intend to remain in the Army, 53% intend to get out of the
Army, and 17% are undecided.' The majority of those who were undecided were married
to personnel in grades El-5 and 02-3. It is suggested that the undecided group is the
main one on which VOLAR efcnt* should be concentrated to ensure -success for a
Modern Volunteer Army. Item 11 is: "How much influence do you feel you had or have
on the previous question of remaining in or leaving the Army?" Ninety-five percent of
the wives felt they exerted either a strong or a moderate influence on their husband's
career decision.
In the ratings of 27 factors that might influence a decision to remain in or leave the
Army, none appears to exert a strong positive influence. The item receiving the highest
rating--"retirement benefits for husband"-has a mean rating of 3.9, which places it above
the neutral value of 3 and slightly below 4, which is the scale value for some influence to
stay in the Army.
On a set of items concerning the satisfactoriness of Army medical care for dependents, none of the six ratings was particularly high. The top item-"attitude of medical
corpsmen toward you"-has a scale value of 3.4, placing it slightly above fair. The five
scale values ranged from 1 (insatisfactory) to 5 (excellent).
On 11 housing items, rated again on a five-point scale from unsatisfactory to
excellent, the highest rated item-'"convenience to shopping areas"-had a mean scale
value of 3,9.
On the PX ratings, "quality of merchandise" rated highest with a mean value of 3.9;
and on the Commissary ratings, the same item rated highest at 3.7.
Specific item ratings on all the preceding scales are available in the Fort Carson
report. While none of the mean ratings were particularly high, neither were they
particularly low. Because almost none of the ratings depart greatly from a neutral value,
it seems reasonable to conclude that, in general, satisfaction prevailed. No obvious
irritants were identified.
Eighty-one percent of the respondents were familiar with few or none of the
VOLAR projects. Data from the open-ended responses, which required respondents to
name VOLAR projects they felt to be important or unimportant, were inconclusive
because of the low percentage of wives having familiarity with VOLAR.
'Parallel statistics provided in responses by Army personnel in the main Fort Carson VOLAR
questionnaire survey are: remain in the Army, 18%; leave the Army, 62%; undecided, 15%; RA officers

and no answer, 4%.
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Commanders' Survey
Two hundred ninety-nine NCOs and officers were administered a questionnaire in
May to obtain their opinions and attitudes on a variety of subjects: (a) their intention to
make the Army a career, (b) their support of VOLAR, (c) the effectiveness of VOLAR,
(d) their feelings about the attitudes of the American public toward the Army, (e) the
effect of VOLAR on discipline, (f) suggested actions and policies for bringing about a
Modem Volunteer Army, (g) the usefulness and effects of the councils -.t Fort Carson
(Racial Harmony Council, Junior Officers' Council, Enlisted Men's Council), and
(h) feelings about new personnel management procedures associated with VOLAR.
This survey indicated:
(1) Approximately 67% of the respondents intend to make a career of the
Army, 12% are undecided. In general, field grade officers, warrant officers, and senior
NCOs intend to remain in the Army and junior grade officers and E5s intend to leave.
(2) There is general acceptance of VOLAR and the MVA concept.
(3) There is lack of agreement as to whether VOLAR is meeting its goals.
(4) Half we respondents, taken as a group, tended to feel that the American
public is neither friendly nor hostile toward the Army. However, when different grade
levels were looked at separately, NCOs and warrant officers tended to feel the American
public is friendly toward the Army, while commissioned officers tended to feel the public
is hostile toward the Army.
(5) Command personnel believed discipline had improved or remained the same
over the preceding six months.
(6) Actions considered most important to achieve the goals of the Modem
Volunteer Army "are primarily concerned with professionalism and increasing Army
efficiency." Of 57 actions and policies rated on a five-point scale from extremely
important to not at all important, the five items receiving the highest rankings were
(a) job or duty position satisfaction, (b) promotions based on merit, (c) adequate equipment for mission performance, (d) more emphasis on primary job performance and less
on extra duties and "make work", and (e) assignment to MOS for which trained.
(7) "The most effective arid best known council is the Enlisted Men's Council
followed by the Racial Harmony Council and the Junior Officers' Council in that order."
(8) "Traditional management philosophies concerning tighter personnel policies,
exclusive use of the chain of command, centralization of training policies, and less soldier
participation in local civilian community affairs are soundly rejected."
Impact of Life Style Improvements on Discipline
This section of the evaluation presents statistics covering a broad variety of tradi.
tional disciplinary indicators. Examples of the 31 indices collected include Article 15s,
Courts Martial, IG complaints, Army motor vehicle accident, narcotics offenses,
dissidence, separations-good of service, and security clearaiiice stispensions. In a brief
summary, disciplinary occurrences between January and June 1971 are compared to
occurrences during the previous six months, and during Jaiuary to June 1970, as well as
being compared to personnel turnover (gains and losses) during January to June 1971.
Fort Carson has not attempted to use change in disciplinary occurrences as evidence
of an effect of the VOLAR program, largely because of the high turnover in personnel.
The major conclusion reached about these indices is: "Comparison of the line graphs of
discipline indicator trends ... with personnel turnover, gains and losses demonstrates
conclusively that a mathematical correlation exists." While a conclusion that there is a
relationship between discipline and personnel turnover may be perfectly sound, no
correlation coefficients between measures of turnover and the statistical indices of
disc;pline are reported, and they do not appear to have been obtained. In addition, such
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statistical indicators of discipline typically have insufficient reliability and validity to
serve as good measures of discipline.
Opinions from the Commanders' Survey substudy -are cited as evidence that
"discipline has improved or remained the same over the last six months."

FORT ORD
The Fort Ord VOLAR program and VOLAR evaluation (4) focused primarily on the
Experimental Volunteer Army Training Program (EVATP) in BCT and AIT and on other
innovations affecting the trainee population. Evaluation of these aspects of the VOLAR
program is reported separately (10). The focus of the present report continues to be
permanent party enlisted and officer personnel.
In the Fort Ord report, five sections review VOLAR effects upon permanent party
personnel: (a) Training Cadre Attitude, (b) Permanent Party Opinion, (c) Dependent
Survey, (d) Retention, Re-enlistment, and Recruitment, and (e) Post-wide Disciplinary
Trend Indicators. These sections of the Fort Ord report are summarized and discussed
below.

I

Training Cadre Attitude
A questionnaire was administered to 259 drill sergeants and 69 officers in mid-March
and to 184 drill sergeants and 44 officers in late May. In the questionnaire, respondent's
indicated their degree of agreement or disagreement (on a seven-point scale) on 50
statements about the Army, VOLAR, and the effects of VOLAR. Data are presented in
the Fort Ord report showing the mean ratings obtained in the March and May administrations for the first 24 questionnaire items and the magnitude of mean change in attitude
between the administrations. Data are presented for drill sergeants (a) with 24 or more
months experience as drill sergeants, (b) with 23 months or less experience, and (c) for
these groups combined. While eight of the 24 items reported in this section focus upon
the EVATP or the effect of VOLAR on trainees, 16 deal more directly with permanent
party attitudes, for example: "Most people in our country today do not have a very high
opinion of the Army," "Project VOLAR has shoitened the number of hours the
cadremen and officers put in on the job," and "Project VOLAR makes me proud of an
organization that is willing to change and improve itself."
For the combined group of drill sergeants, nine of the 16 items shov.• a decline in
attitude between the first and second administration. Drill sergeants with less than 24
months of experience as drill sergeants showed an increase in attitude on nine of the 16
items between the first and the second administration. Drill sergeants with two or more
years of experience showed an increase in attitude on eight items. For officers, only two
of the 16 items showed a positive change in attitude. However, no tests of significance of
changes, either positive or negative, are reported. The fact that on seven items in the Fort
Ord questionnaire attitude improved slightly whereas on nine items it decreased slightly
suggests that random fluctuation is operating.' Overall, one cannot conclude from the
data presented that VOLAR has had either a positive or a negative effect on attitudes.
Permanent Party Opinions
This section attempts to relate the perceptions of permanent party personnel at Fort
Ord about actions being undertaken there to ratings of personal importance of possible
'Further indication of random fluctuation is found in the HumRRO questionnaire data; 11
hi-weekly samples of attitudinal information collected from permanent party personnel at Fort Ord and
four other posts showed considerable variability over time.
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actions and conditions as viewed by permanent party personnel at five posts. The analysis
carried out by Fort Ord was based on a portion of the data collected by HumRRO and
presented in an interim briefing to SAMVA in June 1971.' Rather than reviewing interim
HumRRO data here, the reader is directed to the final HumRRO report where data
covering the entire 11 questionnaire administrations to permanent party personnel (at
Fort Ord and other posts) are presented (5).
Dependent Survey
Six thousand questionnaires intended for completion by wives of Army personnel
were distributed through Army channels. Two thousand were returned and data from a
random 10% were analyzed. 2 In the questionnaire, 10 VOLAR innovations affecting
dependents were listed for the respondent's information. Respondents were asked
whether these changes, taken together, would incline them to urge their husbands to stay
in the Army (strongly urge him, mildly urge him, makes no difference, mildly urge him
to leave, or strongly urge him to leave). Also, space was provided for respondents to list
any of the VOLAR changes that they liked most 4.id liked least.
However, the respc- - regarding influence if the VOLAR changes appear more
likely to be a reflection of general attitudes toward an Army career than toward the
effect that the 10 innovations have on career choice. That is, the data "say" that as it
result of the VOLAR changes, 15% of the wives would strongly urge their husbands to
remain in service, and 18% would strongly urge their husbands to leave the service. It is
quite unlikely that the 10 innovations (e.g., "Bag boys-Commissary," "Free sporting
events," "Expanded hours of operation of craft shops, libraries") could have the impact
(particularly in the negative direction) that a literal interpretation of the data would
suggest.
The fill-in question produced too few responses to allow any meaningful conclusions, with the possible exception of "Night Clinics for Dependents at USAH," which 39
out of 200 respondents listed among the best-liked innovations.
Retention, Re-enlistment, and Recruitment
Data are cited showing a progressive increase in re-enlistment among enlisted men at
Fort Ord from 41% of the quota (2% of operating strength) in February to 112% of the
quota in June.
Data on retention of junior officers is presented for the period of February through
June 1971. No data are presented for comparable time periods prior to VOLAR. While

'The data had been presented in the HumRRO briefing for two groups-men with less than and
more than two years in the Army. The Fort Ord report combined these data by averaging the ranks for
the two groups. A preferable procedure would have been to average mean ratings, weighted for the
number of persons in each group. The Fort Ord report presents comparisons between those items seen
as most (and least) important and those items seen as having the most (and least) being done about
them. These comparisons were restricted to the 57 items that were common to the check lists on
"importance" (which contained the 57 items) and "action seen" (which contained 82 items). As a
consequence, the 10 actions listed in the Fort Ord report as receiving the most or the least action do
not include some items that actually fell in the top or the bottom 10. In general, the conclusion in the
Fort Ord report that "... the main thrust of VOLAR ... may be somewhat off target" is similar to the
HumRRO finding that there is no positive relationship (r=-.01) between what met. say is important and
the actions they see the Army taking.
2No information on the representativeness of the 2,000 returned questionnaires is given in the
Fort 'erd report.
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the Fort Ord report states that "The trend indicates that junior officers are accepting
relief from active duty as opposed to retention in the service," it is not possible to
evaluate the correctness of this statement in the absence of comparative data.
Post-Wide Disciplinary Trend Indicators
Summary statements of trends for a variety of traditional disciplinary indicators are
given (e.g., accident rate, IG complaints, PX shoplifting). Because, for most of the
indicators, the actual data are not presented, no evaluation of the reported trends could
be made.

SUMMARY OF HumRRO EVALUATION OF
ENLISTED AND OFFICER PERMANENT PARTY PERSONNEL
This section summarizes the part of the HumRRO evaluation s•hat is concerned with
enlisted and officer permanent party personnel at selected Army Installations (5 6, 7, 8).
The evaluation was based upon two questionnaire studies. In the first, or main
study, questionnaires were administered at Forts Ord, Jackson, Benning, Carson, and
Knox, 11 times between February and June 1971.' In the second study, questionnaires
were administered at Fort Bragg and selected installations in USAREUR during April and
June 1971. All questionnaire-administrations used random sampling without replacement.
The questionnaires covered the following nine areas:
(1) Demographic characteristics, both civilian and military.
(2) Family background.
(3) Educational background.
(4) Work history.
(5) Personal morale.
(6) General attitudes toward the Army (a Composite Attitude Score was
generated from these items).
(7) Attitudes toward specific features of the Army-training, present job,
superiors, and so forth.
(8) Re-enlistment intention.
(9) Attitudes toward a variety of things, states, and situations that were the
objects of potential and actual VOLAR innovations-food, privacy, working
conditions, bus service, racial discrimination, and so forth. In a series of
four check lists, each respondent indicated (a) the personal importance of
objects of potential or actual innovation, (b) his estimate of the likelihood
of finding such conditions currently in the Army, (c) his awareness of
innovations and actions taken by the Army regarding these objects and
conditions, and (d) the influence that each object of innovation would have
on his Army career decision.
The items contained- in the first check list were included in the other three lists. Tie
last two check lists contained additional items.

1

Forts Benning, Bragg, Carson, Ord, and the selected USAREUR installations had originally been
designated as VOLAR experimental posts by SAMVA. Fort Knox and Fort Jackson had been designated
as control posts. The distinction between experimental and control posts was dropped in the HumRRO
analysis because Army-wide innovations were in effect at all posts. While HumRRO looked for
systematic differences between nominally experimental and control posts, no such systematic differences
appeared during the analysis.
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The HumRRO data on enlisted permanent party personnel are based upon a total
sample of 20,640 responses. Of these, 19,310 were obtained in 11 bi-weekly administrations of questionnaires at Forts Ord, Jackson, Benning, Carson, and Knox between
February and June 1971. The remaining 1,330 were obtained in two administrations of
the questionnaire (one in April and one in June 1971) at Fort Bragg and at three
installations in USAREUR.
The data on officer permanent party personnel are based upon a total of 2,512
responses. Of these, 2,343 were obtained in the bi-weekly administrations at Forts Ord,
Jackson, Benning, Carson, and Knox. One hundred sixty-nine were obtained in the
administrations of the questionnaire at Fort Bragg and USAREUR.
In the preceding sections of this report where installation evaluations have been
reviewed, the procedure has been to follow the sequence of topics as presented in the
original report. The summary of the HumRRO report will depart from this procedure in
order to present the data on the enlisted men common to the main study and to the
Fort Bragg and USAREUR study together. Data on officer personnel at Fort Bragg and
in USAREUR will not be covered in this summary. Only very limited conclusions could
be drawn from the officer questionnaires at these locations because of the extremely
small sample size. These conclusions may be found in the HumRRO report.
The summary is organized as follows:
(1) Data on enlisted men common to all installations
(a) Background characteristics
(b) Attitudes about the Army and re-enlistment intention
(c) Descriptive statistics about check list responses concerning potential or
actual objects of innovation
(2) Data for officers at Forts Ord, Jackson, Benning, Caizon, and Knox (the
five posts of the main study)
(a) Background characteristics
(b) Attitudes about the Army and intention to stay in the Army
(c) Check list responses concerning potential or actual objects of
innovation
(3) Analyses for enlisted and officer personnel from the main study
(a) Regression analysis of the effects of background and attitudinal variables on re-enlistment intention for enlisted men.
(b) Regression analysis of the effects of background and attitudinal variables on officers' intention to remain in the Army.
(c) Descriptive statistics for enlisted men about Satisfier Scores derived
from responses to check lists.
(d) Variations on individual items among the 11 administrations of the
questionnaire for enlisted men.
(e) Comparisons for enlisted men with two years or less and more than
two years of service by Post and by Time of Questionnaire
Administration.
(f) Comparisons for officers in Obligated Tour (OT) and for Voluntary
Indefinite (VI) and Regular Army (RA) combined, by Post and by
Time of Questionnaire Administration.

A
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DATA ON ENLISTED MEN COMMON TO ALL INSTALLATIONS
Background Characteristics
The samples at the seven installations differed considerably in many of their
important background characteristics such as Age, Grade, Time in Army, Combat
Experience, Race, Marital Status, Geographic Origin, and Education. Selected samples are:
Characteristic
Median length of time in

Over All
Installations

Range

2.85

1.46(U) - 3.31(J)

Army (years)
Combat experience, Vietnam

58%

29%(U) - 69%(B)

Black

18%

14%(C) - 26%(J)

From Southeast U.S.

40%

29%(C) - 61%(J)

From Far West U.S.

11%

4%(J) - 30%(0)

Attitudes
There were even more striking differences among installations in attitudes toward
the Army, as shown in the following examples:
Attitude

Over All
Installations

Range

Would select the Army if
given a choice among services

45%

30%(U)- 57%(J)

Would have come into Army if
there had not been a draft

44%

34%(C) - 52%(J)

5.7

4.8(U) - 6.4(J)

Composite Attitude Score'

B = Benning, C = Carson, J = Jackson, 0 = Ord, U = USAREUR.
The Composite Attitude Score (CAS) was obtained for each person by counting his positive
responses to 10 attitudinal items. Scores could range from 0 (no favorable response's) to 10 (all favorable
responses). The items were:
How do you like being in the Army?
If you had your choice right now, which of the services would you rather be in?
Do you sometimes think you should have tried harder to avoid military service?
Do you think the kind of discipline you get in the Army is good for you?
It is sometimes said that the "the Army makes a man of you." Do you believe that this is
true?
Do you think you have had a square deal in the Army?
As far as you are concerned, do you think that your military service has been: A valuable
experience, A waste of time. Some of both?
Do you think you could get as good a job in civilian life as you have in the Army?
Do you think that most men have a better chance of getting ahead in the Army than they
would have outside the Army?
Do you care whether or not you are a good soldier?
Because the total sample size for each post in the main study was large (3000 to 4000 or more), a
difference in post CAS means as small as .13 would be significant at the .05 level. Between Fort Bragg
and USAREUR, differences in CAS means of .30 would be statistically significant.
2
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Consistently, the most positive attitudes toward the Army were found among
enlisted men at Fort Jackson, while the most disaffected persons were found in
USAREUR. The percentage of men at each location who were planning to re-enlist or
were undecided is as follows:'
Post
Fort Jackson
Fort Bragg
Fort Ord
Vort Knox
Fort Benning
Fort Carson
USAREUR

Planning to Re-enlist or
Undecided (Percent)
45
42
39
37
36
27
26

It should- be noted that these statistics are given as an example of how re-enlistment
intention and other attitudinal data vary from post to post as concomitants of variability
in the background characteristics of men at the posts. Because attitudes vary greatly as a
function of such characteristics, particularly time served in the Army, the actual percentage of men who intend to re-enlist and other attitudinal data is more meaningfully
examined separately for men with two years or less in the Army and for men wvith more
than two years in the Army (see pp. 41-51).
Check List Responses
In Check List 1, enlisted respondents rated the personal importance of each of 57
items on a three-point scale from very important and fairly important to not at all
important. Mean rankings for each item were computed and then the rank order for all
57 items was determined. The items rated most important by men at Forts Ord, Jackson,
Benning, Carson, and Knox combined 2 are presented in the body of the HumRRO
report 3 (separate post data are available in appendices for all installations, including Fort
Bragg and USAREUR). The 10 items ranked overall as most important and the 10 least
important by the combined five posts and Fort Bragg and USAREUR are provided in
Tables 5 and 6.
Although the rank orders of the 10 most important items differ somewhat, the
important feature to be observed is that nine or the 10 items (out of 57 to be chosen
from) are common to all installations. Among the 10 least important items, somewhat
greater divergence e-nears in the USAREUR sample.
Check List 2 ..as made up to assess each man's experience in finding each of t.he 57
items in the Army. The respond. nts were asked to rate each item as having L-Good
Chance, Fair Chance. or Poor Chance of being found in the Army. The 10 conditions
having the most and least chance of being found in the Army are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
'mhro .,,out the remainder of the summarization of the HumRRO report, where re-enlistment
intention statistics are presented, men who are undecided about re-enlistment have been grouped with
men who intend to re-enlist to compose a group that does not find the Armv unattractive.
2Rank orders of items on Check List I correlated .90 or above from post to post. This
relationship
was maintained for Check Lists 2, 3, and 4.
3
A general rule followed by the HumRRO authors was that unless individual posts differed by at
least 10 "nks from the overall tv.nk of all five posts, such differences were considered minor and were
reported in the text
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Table 5

Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Most Important Personally, by
Enlisted Men at Five Posts, Fort Bragg, and USAREUR
(Based upon a list of 57 items)
Rankings

Item

Being able to get good medical and dental service
Being sure I'll be able to earn a living
Being treated with respect
Being treated like a responsible person
Having good food
Having a chance to plan my own future
Getting fair treatment on the job
Having a good family life
Doing interesting and satisfying work
Having some privacy
Having an opportunity for personal advancement or
promotion
Being free to speak up and be heard

Five
Posts
(N-19.310)

Fort
Bragg
(N-654)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3
3
5.5
5.5
1
3
8
10.6
7
10.5

USAREUR
1N=676)
2
3.5
3.5
6.5
1
5
10
8.5
6.5

9
8.6

Table 6

Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Least Important Personally, by
Enlisted Men at Five Posts, Fort Bragg, and USAREUR
(Based upon a list of 57 items)
Ranking$s,
Item

Having good bus service
Having a chance to meet and date girls
Having free personal services (haircuts, laundry, etc.)
Having a chance to play sports
Having a chance for travel and new experience
Having a variety of entertainment available
Having counseling and aid about money problems
Freedom from physical danger
Getting time off for overtime work
Having a place to get together with friends
Having someone to talk over problems with
Having a chance to be of service to my country
Being able to make and get telephone calls
Getting free job training
Being allowed to have and use my own car or cycle
Having a chance to be my own boss
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Five
Posts
(N=19,310)

Fort
Bragg
(N=654)

57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48

57
55
56
54
50
52
49.5
53
51
49.5

USAREUR
-N=675)

57
54
55
56
46.5
50
46.5
46.5
53
52
51
49
46.5

One item, "Having good food," appears among both the 10 most personally important
and the 10 having the least chance of being found in the Army, although this potential
irritant occurs for the USAREUR enlisted group only. Except at Fort Bragg, "Medical
and dental services" appears to be a strong potential satisfier (i.e., it is among the 10
most personally important and among the 10 most likely conditions to be found in the
Army). "Being sure I'll be able to earn a living" appears as a strong potential satisfier for
the Fort Bragg sample.
Check List 3 was designed to find out which of 82 items were perceived by the men
to be the objects of Army action. Respondents were instructed to check whether they
felt the Army was Doing a Lot, Doing Something, or Doing Nothing about each item.
Table 9 shows the 10 conditions that enlisted men perceived the Army as doing the
most about, and Table 10 shows the 10 conditions about which the Army is doing the
least. While "Privacy" did not appear overall among the top 10 items that the Army is
doing the most about, it was ranked fourth at Fort Benning and eighth at Fort Carson,
reflecting innovations at these posts. None of the items that were rated among the 10
most personally important on Check List I appear among those 10 items that the Army
is doing the least about.
Check List 4 was designed to find out which of 84 items influence men to re-enlist
and which influence them to leave the Army. On this check list respondents rated the
items on a five-point scale from A strong influence to stay through Some influence to
stay, No influence one way or the other, Some influence to leive, to Strong influence to
leave. The 10 items that exert the strongest influence on enlisted men to re-enlist are
given in Table 11, and the 10 items that exert the strongest influence on men to leave
the Army are in Table 12.
Perhaps the most important observation concerning Table 11 on influences to
re-enlist is that at least two of the most influential conditions do not have direct costs
associated with them (stabilized tour for re-enlisting, re-enlisting for duty in a specific
unit). Among the conditions that influence men to leave the Army (Table 12), at least
two could be attacked without cost: "Mickey Mouse," and "The way rules are stated and
enforced." Two of the items on this list are beyond the direct control of the Army
("The Vietnam War" and "The reaction of the public to the military").
DATA FOR OFFICERS AT FORTS ORD,
JACKSON, BENNING, CARSON, AND KNOX
Background Characteristics
The 11 random samples of officers obtained at each post were often considerably
smaller than the goal of the sampling procedure, which was to obtain 50 officer
respondents at each session. Seventy-five percent of the 55 samples were below this goal.
Three samples were less than 30 and one .was as small as six. No bias in the samples was
noted, although it is difficult to detect bias in such small samples.
As with the enlisted men, officers at the five posts were compared on a variety of
background variables. Like the enlisted men, the officer samples from the posts differed
in certain characteristics, although the variations were not so striking.
Attitudes
Attitudes toward the Army among officers were examined. A Composite Attitude
Score was computed for officers, using nine relevant items from the questionnaire, rather
than 10 items which made up the Composite Attitude Score for enlisted men. Mean
Attitude Scores for officers and enlisted men, by post, are compared in Table 13.
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Table 7

Check List 2: Rankings of 10 Items Having Best Chance of
Being Found in the Army, by Enlisted Men at
Five Posts, Fort Bragg, and USAREUR
(BaMd upon a list of 57 items)
Rankings
Five
posts
(N-19310

tem

Being allowed to have and use my own car or cycle
Being able to make and get telephone calls
Having legal counsel
Having a chance to bi, of service to my country
Getting paid vacations
Forming satisfying friendships
Having a chance to play sports
Having educational opportunities
Being able to get good medical and d.'ntal service
Having respect for superiors
Having good relations with people of other races
Being sure Ill be able to earn a living
Being able to get free dental and eye care for
dependents
Being able to use special discount stores
Liking the people you live with
Liking the people you work with

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Fort
Btagn
(N664

USAREUR
(=68
N676)

1
7
3.5
5
2
6
8
3.5

4.5
10
2
7
7
3

9
10.5
10.5
1
4.5
7
9

Table 8

Check List 2: Rankings of 10 Items Having Least Chance of
Being Found in the Army, be Enlisted Men at
Five Posts, Fort Bragg, and USAREUR
(Based upon a list of 57 items)
Rankings
Item

Having free personal services (haircuts, laundry, etc.)
Having a choice of job location
Having freedom from Mickey Mouse stuff
Having a chance to meet and date girls
Having a chance to be my own boss
Having some choice of job
Getting the kind of specialized training I would like
Getting time off for overtime work
Having a chance to make money
Being respected by the general public
Having good bus service
Having good food
Having good relations with people of other races
28

Five
Posts
(N,19.310)

Fort
Bragg
(N=654)

57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48

57
56
55
49.5
52.5
54
49.5
52.5
48
51

USAREUR
] (N=676)
56
57
55
51
54
51
49

51
48
53

Table 9

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing Most About,
by Enlisted Men at Five Posts, Fort Bragg, and USAREUR
(Based upon a list of 82 items)
Rankings

Five
Posts
(N-19,310)

Item

A chance to have and use my own car or cycle
A chance to play sports
Educational opportunities
Opportunity to make and get telephone calls
Legal counsel
Counseling and aid for drug users
A chance.to be of service to my country
Paid vacations
Cash as a re-enlistment bonus
Medical and dental service
Retirement benefits

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Someone to talk over problems with
Free dental and eye care for dependents
Having respect for superiors
Free evenings and weekends

Fort
Bragg
IN=6541

1
4
2
9
5
3
8
7
6
10"
10"

USAREUR
USN67)
(N676)
6"
2
1
8

6"
3
6"

100
4
9
10

89ndicates three.way tie in rankings.

Table 10

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing Least About,
by Enlisted Men at Five Posts, Fort Bragg, and USAREUR
(Based upon a list of 82 items)
Rankings
Item

Chance to resign my enlistment on a 30 day notice
Making NCO clubs dues-free
Free personal services (haircuts, laundry, etc.)
Shorter re-enlistment terms
Being stationed near home
"Achance to meet and date girls
"Achoice of job location
Providing placement service for part-time civilian jobs
Allowing training in an MOS of your choice
Promotion as a reenlistment bonus
Making work interesting and satisfying
Harassment
Freedom from Mickey Mouse stuff
A place for visiting !amily to stay

Five
Posts

Fort
Bragg

USAREUR

(N=19,310)

(N=654)

IN=676)

82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73

80.5
82
80.5
78
79
76
77
74

77.5
77.5
80
76
82
80
80

75
73
73
74
75

Table 11

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items Exerting Strongest influence on
Enlisted Men to Reemlist, at Five Posts, Fort Bragg, and USAREUR
(Based upon a list of 84 items)
Rankings

Item

Five

If a stabilized tour were given for re-enlisting
If the Army would allow retraining in an MOS of a
man's choice
If weekends and holidays were not charged against
leave time
If I were able to re-enlist for duty in a specific unit
If a promotion were given as a re-enlistment bonus
If better education were assured for dependents
If I were able to resign my enlistment on a 30 day notice
The retirement benefits
If extra leave were given as a re-enlistment bonus
If cash were given as a reenlistment bonus
If higher grades were given for useful civilian skills
If there were less harassment
If the Army provided a service for getting off-post
housing for families

Fort

Post$
(N-19,310)

Fran

USAREUR
(N-676)

1

2

7

2

4

3
4
5
6
7

5
3
1
7.5
6

5.5
2
8.5
3.5
5.5

8
9
10

10
7.5
9

3.5

I
8.5
10.5

If they had shorter re-enlistment terms

10.5
Table 12

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items Exerting Strongest Influence on
Enlisted Men to Leave the Army, at Five Posis, Fort Bragg, and USAREUR
(Based upon a list of 84 items)
Rankings
Item

Mickey Mouse stuff
The overtime work
The evening and weekend duty
The way the rules are stated and enforced
The living quarters (barracks)
The present state of the Vietnam War
The reaction of the general public to the military
The amount of privacy there is
The risk of physical danger
The food
The amount of racial and other di:crimination
The extent to which something is done about complaints
The choice I have of job locations

30

Five
Posts
(N=19,310)
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75

F rt

bragg
(N=654)

USAREUR

UN-6EUR
(N=676)

84
83
82
81
80
79
75
77.5

84
82
79.5
78
79.5

77.5
76

83
77
75
76

81

Table 13

Compaisons of Mean Attitude Scores
of Officers and Enlisted Men, by Post
Mean Attitude Score
Officers
Enlisted Men

6.5
6.4
6.7
6.4

5.9
6.4
5.8
4.9

Fort Knox

6.7

5.8

Total

6.5

5.7

Fort
Fort
Fort
Fort

Ord
Jackson
Banning
Carson

Officers' attitudes, even on a scale with a slightly lower maximum ceiling, are more
positive than among enlisted men and are more homogeneous from post to post. Officer
attitudes toward the Army do not vary appreciably from post to post, although officers
with different status (e.g., Obligated Tour, Voluntary Indefinite, and Regular Army)
exhibit different activities (see pp. 52-61).
Officers in the three groupings-OT, VI, and RA-were asked questions appropriate
to their status about their plans for future service in the Army (as an analog of
re-enlistment intention for enlisted men). As 'with enlisted men, officers who were
undecided about their future were grouped with those who elected options to remain in
service, to form a group who found the Army "not unattractive."

Post

Finding The
Army Not Unattractive
(Percent)

Fort Knox
Fort Carson
Fort Benning
Fort Ord
Fort Jackson

69.6
61.5
59.8
58.7
55.4

Overall

61.0

Fort Knox was significantly higher than the other four posts, which did not differ
reliably. This difference is attributable to differences in background characteristics of
officers at Fort Knox as compared to other posts, and is not due to other characteristics
or management of the posts.'

Check List Responses
The 10 items of Check List 1 that were rated as most important by officers are
presented in Table 14.2 Data on the enlisted men from the same five posts (the main
SSee section on "Regression Analysis of the Effects of Background and Attitudinal Variable- on
Re-enlistment
Intention, for Enlisted Men" page 37.
2
No post showed a rank as much as 10 ranks away from the overall rank on eny of the items of
Check List 1.
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Table 14

Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Most Important Personally, by
Officers and Enlisted Men at Five Posts
Ranking
Officers

Enlisted Menb

1
2
3

9

Doing interesting and satisfying work
Having a feeling of usefulness
Getting fair treatment from my superiors
Getting fair treatment on the job
Having a good family life
Having an opportunity for personal advancement or promotion
Having superiors who merit respect
1Being able to get good medical and dental service for myself
Being able to get good medical and dental service
Having some privacy
Being treated with respect
Being given the amount of responsibility I think I can handle
Being treated like a responsible person
Being sure I'll be able to earn a living
Having good food
Having a chance to plan my own future

7
8

4
5.5
5.5
7

1
10
3

9
9
9

4
2
5
6

altems that were considered equivalent, but which differed in wording between the enlisted and

officer questionnaires are bracketed.
aSee
data from Reference 5.
Table 15

Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Least Important Personally, by
Officers and Enlisted Men at Five Posts
Ranking
Officers lEnlisted enb _
Having counseling and aid about money problems
Having free personal services
Getting free job training
Getting time off for overtime work
Having a variety of entertainment available
Being able to use special discount stores
Having legal counsel
Having good transportation available
Having good bus service
a good social life
Having a place to get together with friends
Having someone to talk over problems with
Having a chance to meet and date girls
Having a chance to play sports
Having a chance for travel and new experience
Freedom from physical danger

fHaving

57
56
55
54
53
52

51
55
49
52

50.5
50.5
57
49
48
48
56
54
53
50

altems that were considered equivalent, but which differed in wording between the

enlistetLend officer questionnaires are bracketed.
"uSeedata from Reference S.
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study) are included for purposes of comparison. Seven of the 10 items rated most
important by officers also appear among the top 10 for enlisted men.
The 10 items rated least important are given in Table 15. In the case of the least
important items, there is agreement on six of the 10 items.
The 10 items seen by officers as most available and least available in the Army
(Check List 2) are presented in Tables 16 and 17. On only one item was there
considerable disagreement among posts. Officers at Forts Jackson and Benning considered
"Being able to get free dental and eye care for dependents" more available than did
officers at Forts Ord, Carson, and Knox. The authors conclude: "This item obviously
reflects differences in local policy." Enlisted men again are included in Tables 16 and 17
and show fair agreement with officers on conditions most and least likely to 1w found in
the Army.
The 10 items that the Army is seen as doing the most about, and the 10 it is seen
as doing the least about (Check List 3) are presented for officers (with enlisted men
included for comparison) in Tables 18 and 19. The HumRRO report indicates a variety
of conditions where there is disagreement among posts regarding items seen as having the
most and the least being done. With one exception, these items do not fall in the top or
bottom 10 for any post, and are not reported here.' Officers at Fort Ord (and Fort
Jackson) rated "A place for visiting family to stay" among %he bottm 10 (and 12),
whereas officers at Fort Benning and Fort Carson rated this condition considerably higher
as an object of Arniy action.
Table 16
Check List 2: Rankings of 10 Items Most Available in the Army, by
Officers and Enlisted Men at Five Posts
Rankinf
cf
Officers bnhsted

Getting paid vacations
Having a chance to be of service to my country
Having legal counsel

IMaintaining myphysical fitness

Having a chance to play sports
Being sure I'll be able to earn a living
Forming satisfying friendships
Having good relations with people of other races
Being allowed to have guests in my on-post living quarters
Having a chance for travel and new experience

I
2

3
,4.5

3

7
4.5
6
7
8
9

Having good food

10.5

Being able to get good medical and dental service for myself
Being able to get good medical and dental service
Being allowed to have and use my car or cycle
Being able to make and get telephone calls
Having educational opportunities
Having respect for superiors

10.5

"altems

4

6

9
1
2
8
10

that were considered equivalent, but which differed in wording between the enlisted and

officer questionnaire are bracketed.
bSee data from Reference f.
t

See Table 5 in Reference 7.
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Table 17

Check List 2: Rankings of 10 Items Least Available in the Army, by
Officers and Enlisted Men at Five Posts
Ranking
[Officers JEnlisted Meng

Item
Having freedom from red tape and irrelevancies

57

Having free personal services
Getting time off for overtime work
Having a choice of job location
Having some choice of job assignment
Having regular working hours
Being able to get free dental and eye care for dependents
Being respected by the general public
Having a chance to plan my own future
Getting the kind of specialized training I would like
Having freedom from Mickey Mouse stuff
Having a chance to meet and date girls
Having a chance to be my own boss
Having a chance to make money

56
55
54
53
62
51
50
48.5
48.5

57
50
56
52

48
51
55
54
53
49

aSe data from Reference S.
Table 18

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items Receiving the Most
Army Action, by Officers and Enlisted Men at Five Posts
II

Le

Ranking

SOff icers

Paid vacations
Counseling and aid for drug users
A chance to be of service to my country
Educational opportunities
Harassment of trainees
Legal counsel
Freedom from racial and other discrimination
Food
Good relations with people of other races
Medical and dental service for myself
Medical and dental service
A chance to have and use my cwn car or cycle
A chance to play sports
Opportunity to make and get telephone calls
Cash as a re-enlistment bonus

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8.5
8.1
10

IEnlisted Menb

8
6
7
3
5

10
1
2
4
9

attains that were considered equivalent, but which differed in wording between
the enlisted and officer questionnaires are bracketed.
bSee data from Reference 5.
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Table 19

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items Receiving the Least Army Action,
by Officers and Enlisted Men at Five Posts
itemaRanking
Officersb Enlisted Menc

Making Officers' Clubs dues-free
Making NCO Clubs dues-free
Pay increases based on merit
Additional leave time
Providing annual awards for outstanding officers who are not
in combat arms
Freedom from red tape and irrelevancies
Policy with regard to efficiency ratings
Increased change of promotion
Requiring officers to buy dress uniforms
Maintaining unit strength
Being stationed near home
Chance to resign my re-enlistment on a 30-day notice
Free iersonal services
Shorter re-enlistment terms
A chance to meet and date girls
A choice of job location
Providing placement service for part-time civilian jobs
Allowing training in an MOS of your choice
Promotion as a rq-enlistment bonus

84
81
83
82
81
80
78.5
78.5
76.5
76.5
75

78
82
80
79
77
76
75
74
73

alterns that were considered equivalent, but which differed in wording between the enlisted
and officer questionnaires are bracketed.
b)The officer version of CheA:k List 3 contained 84 items, in comparison to 82 items for the
enlisted men.

CSee data from Refe.i,-ice 5.

While there is considerable agreement between officers and enlisted men about the
top 10 conditions that the Army is doing the most about, there is disagreement, perhaps
more apparent than real, about the 10 items that the Army is doing the least about.
Sixty-five of the Check List 3 items were comparable on the officer and enlisted forms.
Five items rated by officers as receiving the least action were inappropriate for the
enlisted version of Check List 3, and five items rated by enlisted men as receiving the
least action were inappropriate for inclusion in the officer questionnaire.
The 10 items that would have the strongest influence on officers toward staying in
or leaving the Army are given in Tables 20 and 21. None of the items on which there
were disagreements in ratings among posts appeared among the 10 most influential items
for staying in or leaving. Because of the lack of total comparability of Check List 4 for
officers and enlisted men (68 items were comparable), there is fair agreement on the
conditions that would exert a positive influence on either group to remain in the Army.
Furthermore. there is striking agreement on those conditions that would exert a negative
influence on eith,,r group to stay in the Army.
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Table 20

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items That Influence Men to Stay in
Army, by Men at Five Posts
Ranking
itema
Officers
If there were increased chances for promotion
If there were "across the board" pay increases
If pay increases were based on merit
If tours of duty were stabilized
If a stabilized tour were given for re-enlisting
The retirement benefits
If there were continued retirement benefits for my family
in case of my death
If there were free dental and eye care for dependents
If weekends and holidays were not charged against leave time
(If I were promoted one grade
If promotion were given Ps a re-enlistment bonus
If more equitable job assignments were made
If the Army would allow retraining in an MOS of a man's choice
If I were able to re-enlist for duty in a specific unit

Enlisted Menb

1.5
1.5
3
4
1
8

5.5
5.5
7
8
9

3
5

10
2
4

If better education were assured for dependents
If I were able to resign my enlistment on a 30-day notice
If extra leave were given as a re-enlistment bonus
If cash were given as a re-enlistment bonus

6
7
9
10

altems bracketed were equal, but wording differed between questionnaries.

bsee data from Reference 5.
Table 21

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items That Influence Men to Leave
Army, by Men at Five Posts
Ranking
Itema
Red tape and irrelevancies
Mickey Mouse stuff
If I could get a good civilian job
The evening and weekend duty
The overtime work
The present state of the Vietnam war
The reaction of the general public to the military
The risk of physical danger
The way the rules are stated and enforced
If my Army friends were to resign
The extent to which something is done about complaints
The living quarters
The amount of privacy there is
The food

Officers }Enlisted Menb
85
84
84
83
82
81
79.5
79.5
78
77
76

altems bracketed were equal, but wording differed between questionnaires.
bl'ee data from Reference5.
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82
83
79
78
76
81

80
77
75

ANALYSES FOR ENLISTED AND OFFICER PERSONNEL
FROM THE MAIN STUDY
Regression Analysis of the Effects of Background and
Attitudinal Variables on Re-enlistment Intention, for Enlisted Men
In the HumRRO report, it is demonstrated that certain background characteristics
(such as Age, Grade, and Time in the Army) are strongly related to both the Composite
Attitude Scores and to Re-enlistment Intention. Three examples of this relationship will
be shown here-Time in Service, Race, and Geographic Origin.
Time in Service, a variable closely related to both Age and Grade, is clearly related
(as are Age and Grade) to both Attitude and Re-enlistment Intention of enlisted men.
Time in Service
Less than 1 year
I to 2 years
3 to 4 years
5 to 6 years
7 to 8 years
9 to 10 years
11 or more years

Mean Composite
Attitude Score
4.5
4.5
5.7
7.0
7.4
7.6
7.9

Intending to Re-enlist
(Percent)
16
14
41
66
77
87
67

The slight drop off in Re-enlistment Intention for the 11 or more years group may be
attributed to the approaching retirement of some portion of this group.
There is a difference among the three racial groups in their attitudes and intentions
to re-enlist:
Race
White
Black
Other

Mean Composite
Attitude Score
5.5
6.4
6.0

Intending to Re-enlist
(Percent)
32
53
40

Geographic Origin also appears to be a strong variable related to both Attitude and
Re-enlistment Intention as noted in the following table:
Geographic Origin
Middle West
Northeast, Mountain
States and Southwest,
Far West
Southeast
Not in U.S.

Mean Composite
Attitude Score

Intending to Re-enlist
(Percent)

5.2

28

5.3
6.3
6.7

30
44
55

The HunRRO authors observe: "Other background variables, such as Marital Status,
Number of Dependents, Size of City of Origin, Educational Level, and Family Attitude
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all show similar relationships with Attitude and Re-enlistment Intention. Attitudes are
strongly dependent upon background characteristics."
Because enlisted men at different posts varied in background characteristics, which
are related to Attitudes toward the Army and toward Re-enlistment Intention, the effects
of VOLAR innovations on Attitudes toward the Army and toward Re-enlistment
Intention at the different posts could be compared only through a method of analysis
that controls for these initial differences between posts. The method used by HumRRO
was multiple regression analysis.'
When differences in background characteristics of enlisted men at different posts
were controlled, there were no significant differences in Attitudes and Re-enlistment
Intention either across posts or between nominally experimental and control posts.2
However, when Time (of administration of the questionnaire) and the Post by Time
Interaction are added as predictor variables to the regression analysis, a small but
statistically significant effect is found for Time. The Post by Tille Interaction makes a
relatively larger, but still not very practically important, contribution to Re-enlistment
Intention.
Regression Analysis of the Effects of Background and
Attitudinal Variables on Officers' Intention to Remain in the Army
Background characteristics such as Age, Time in Army, Race, and Region of Origin
were found, as with the enlisted men, to be related to plans to remaih in the service.
Because officers at different posts varied in background characteristics, and because
background characteristics are related to Intention to Remain in the Army, the effects of
VOLAR innovations on intention of officers at the different posts to remain in the Army
were compared through a regression analysis. When difference it. background characteristics of officers at different posts were controlled, there were no differences across posts
in Intention to Remain in the Army.
Differences observed among the posts in Intention to R~emain in the Armyincluding Fort Knox, which was significantly higher than the other posts on this
variable-result from the differences among officers between the posts and not from the
characteristics of the posts themselves. 3 ,'4 When Time (of administration of the questionnaire) and the Posts by Time interaction are added as predictor variables to the analysis,
'The analysis treated all questionnaire items (demographic, background, work history, personal
morale, attitudinal and check list items) and sources derived from patterns of response. to check list
items (Perceived Satisfaction and Effective Satisfaction Scores). The best set of variables for predicting
Re-enlistment Intention, identified in the final regression analysis, included (in order of importance):
Time in Army, Draft Motivation, Race by Region of Origin, Number of Dependents, Grade, Grade by
Education, and Race by Education. The value of the multiple correlation, using this set of variables to
predict Re-enlistment Intention, was .60. The HumRRO authors point out that, although a correlation
of .00 is statistically highly significant, there are other unidentified variables not measured in the study
that may
be equally or more important determinants of Re-enlistment Intention.
2
Two additional multiple regression analyses will be reported subsequently for enlisted men with
two years
of service or less and with more than two years of service.
3
The best set of variables for predicting intention to remain in the Army, among officers, as
identified in the regression analysis, included (in order of importance): Time in Army, Current Status
(OT, VI, or RA), Draft Motivation, Race by Part of Country, Failed Promotion, Agp, and Years of
Education. The multiple correlation between Intention to Stay in the Army and these predictors was
.59. The authors observe: "Although this correlation is highly significant and most unlikely to be due to
change, it leaves a large portion of the variation in Intention to Stay unaccounted for. That is, there are
other variables which we did not measure, that affect this criterion variable, and that account for more
of the variability than those we did measure."
4
Two additional multiple regression analyses will be reported subsequently for Obligated Tour
officers and for the combined Voluntary Indefinite and Regular Army officers.
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".... neither Posts, Time, nor Posts by Time had any statistically significant efflet on
Intention to Stay above and beyond the effects of the other predictor variables. In other
words, the percentage of officers who planned to stay in the Army was a constant, the
same at d!B posts amid for all acaninistrations of the questionnaire, once the differences in
background charactcrisdics had been compensated for."
Sa.isfier Scores for Enlisted Men, Derived From
Rlesponses to Check Lists
In order to integrate much of the check list information, several scores were
generated for enlisted men for each item of the basic check list (Check List 1).' The
items in the first of the four check lists had been included in the three remaining check
lists and provided the base from which objects, actions, and conditions were assigned to a
variety of categories:
(1) Potential Satisfier-An item that a man judges both as very important or
fairly important to him personally and as one that he would have a good chance or a fair
chance of finding in the Army.
(2) Potential Irritant-An item that a man judges both as very or fairly
important and as one that he would have a poor chance of finding in the Army.
(3) Perceived Satisfier-Any Poten,'al Satisfier or a Potential Irritant that the
Army was s,.,en as doing a lot or something about.
(4) Perceived Irritant-A Potential Irritant that the Army was seen as doing
nothing about.
(5) Effective Satisfier-A Perceived Satisfier that a man says would influence
him strongly or some to re.enlist.
(6) Effective Irritant-A Perceived Irritant that a man says would influence him
strongly or some to leave the Army.
Neutral categories that were consistent with the Satisfier and Irritant categories were
also developed so that all items could be fully classified on each list.
A Perceived Satisfier Score was gt-averated for each item, based upon the number of
persons for whom that item had been classified as a Perceived Satisfier (weighted 2), as a
Neutral (weighted 1), and as a Perceived Irritant (weighted 0). Effective Satisfier Scores
were generated based upon the number of persons for whom items had been classified as
Perceived Satisfiers, Irritants, or Neutrals either influencing them to stay in or leave the
Army, or having no influence on their re-enlistment decision.'
Perceived Satisfaction Scores were developed for each person in the study, based
upon his total number of Perceived Satisfiers, Perceived Neutrals, and Perceived Irritants.
Effective Satisfaction Scores were also developed for each person.
The 10 highest ranking Perceived Satisfiers are presented in Table 22 for enlisted
men. Again, these items represent those that men view as being of some importance, and
that are either fairly available in the Army or (if not fairly available) were seen as objectof Army action.
The 10 lowest ranking Perceived Satisfiers are given in Table 23 for enlisted men.
These items are of particular relevance. Because of their low position on the list, they

'Funding limitations precluded comparable analyses or the officer data.
2The HumRRO authors point out that two of the categories are paradoxical (i.e., Perceived
Satisfiers that influence a man to leave the Army and Perceived Irritants that influence a man to remain
in the Army). However, scoring systems that first included and then excluded these two categories
"... produced identical rankings of the items." and the more inclusive scoring scheme is used in the
reporting of these data.
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Table 22

Ton Highest Ranking Perceived Satisfiers,

Among Enlisted Mtn at Five Posts
Rank

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Item

A chance to have and use my own car or cycle
Chance to form satisfying friendships
Legal counsel
Educational opportunities
Havig respect for superiors
Liking the people I live with
Medical and dental service
Liking the people I work with
Opportunity to make and get telephone calls
Job security

may be interpreted as items that are of some importance to men, but that are neither

easily found in the Army nor seen as the object of any action by the Army.
Table 23

Ten Lowest Ranking Perceived Satisfiers,
Among Enlisted Men at Five Posts
Rank

57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48

Item

Free personal services (haircuts, laundry, etc.)
A choice of job location
A chance to meet and date girls
Freedom from Mickey Mouse stuff
A chance to be my own boss
Choice of job
Time off for overtime work
A chance to make money
A chance for the kind of specialized training I would like
Being respected by the general public

Variations on Individual Items Among the 11 Administrations of
the Questionnaire for Enlisted Men
The effects of the passage of time were also studied for the items of Check Lists 2

and 3, involving the enlisted man's perceptic-a of the chances of finding a given condition
in the Army and his awareness of Army innovative actions. Rankings of items on Check
List 2 were quite stable over time. Variations in responses to Check List 3 did emerge at
some posts for some items, presumably reflecting innovations at these posts. The rankings
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of the following items, out of the total of 82 on Check List 3., generally showed an
increased awareness of Army action over the 11 questionnaire administrations:
Post
Fort Ord

Item
Bus service

Fort Benning

Privacy

Post
Fort Carson

Item
Privacy

Food3

service
Bus srviceBus
Auchanice ofreRecognition
and reward for
good work
traningdoing
L ~o
A place for visiting family
A chance for travel
postsroenyeto stay
new
heanw
Knox,
Thee
er pttens
obervd a exermenal ost ony.At Fort Jackson and Fort
Knox
thetwoinstallations designated as control posts, no items appeared to follow a

15

Comparisons for Enlisted Men With Less Than and More Than
Two Years of Service, by Post and Over Time
Since all of the foregoing analyses involving enlisted men had been made for samples3
that combined men with varying amounts of time in the Army, it is possible that trends
over time could be obscured if different subgroups exhibited trends in opposite directions. A more intensive search for possible trends among enlisted men appears in this
section of the summary where the responses of men with two years or less of service (the

Two-Year Group) and men with more than two years of service (the More Than Two

Years Group) are examined separately.
In the Two-Year Group, 14% of the men either intend to re-nlist or are undecided,
whereas in the More Than Two Years Group 63% intend to re-enlist or are undecided. In
addition, these two groups differed in median age, median grade, combat experience in
Vietnam, proportion of Black to White, marital status, geographic origin, and general
attitudes toward the Army.
Regression analyses with Re-enlistment Intention as the variable to be predicted
were undertaken for the two groups separately. The best set of predictors was, for each
group, in order of importance:
Two-Year Group
Draft Motivation
Race by Region of Origin
Education
Number of Dependents

More Than Two Years Group
Time in Army
Draft Motivation
Grade
Marital Status

The value of the multiple correlation was .38 for the Two-Year Group and .35 for
the More Than Two Years Group.' Again, as in the regression analysis for the two groups

it may be observed that the correlations for the Two-Year Group and the More Than Two Years
Group separately are considerably lower than for the two groups combined (.60). Such a drop in
correlation could be anticipated. As the HumRRO authors noted, "Because the two groups are more
homogeneous than the combhted sample and because all the predictor variables are correlated with Time
in Army, the correlations found between the predictor variables and Re-enlistment Intention are lower
within each of the groups than they were in the total sample."
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combined, it was observed that while both of these correlations are statistically significant
"..... a very large proprotion of the variation in the Re-enlistment Intention of these
men is not accounted for by these variables."
Posts, Time (of administration of questionnaire), and the interaction of Posts by
Time were added to the regression equations. For the Two-Year Group, the multiple
correlation changed from .38 to .39 when the additional three predictors were included.
The HumRRO authors concluded that "While this increase is statistically significant, it
certainly is not of much practical value." For the More Than Two Years Group, it was
found that ... neither Time nor the interaction of Post by Time added a statistically
significant amount of information to the prediction and that Post, although statistically
significant, yields a miniscule amount of information on Re-enlistment Intention over
that given by the best set of predictors above."
Overall, for both groups, Re-enlistment Intention did not vary enough either by
Posts or over the 11 questionnaire administrations to provide information of any practical
consequence.'
The HumRRO report contrasts the Two-Year Group and the More Than Two Years
Group on their responses to items of Check Lists 1, 3, and 4 where rankings between
these groups differed considerably (differences of one standard deviation or greater in
mean ratings). Because the majority of such items tended to fall in the mid-ranks, these
differences are of relatively little significance and are not reported here. Instead, the
current authors have prepared tables presenting, for these groups, the rankings of items
(a) that are most important personally (Check List 1), (b) that the Army is seen as doing
the most about (Check List 3), (c) that exert the strongest influence on men to re-enlist,
and (d) that exert the strongest influence on men to leave the service (Check List 4).
These data are presented in Tables 24 through 27.
Of the items ranked most important personally (Table 24), six are common to both
groups. On the remaining items, which appear among the 10 most important for one
group only, the other group's rating did not differ by more than one standard deviation.
Since the ratings by the groups are so similar, the list as a whole is suitable for use in
planning future MVA innovations.
Of the items that the Army is seen as doing the most about (Table 25), six are again
common to both groups. Of the remainder, thee are two in which the groups differed
appreciably (by more than one standard deviation) in their ratings: "A chance to be of
service to my country," and "Food." The relatively high rating of "A chance to be of
service to my country" by the More Than Two Years Group may reflect this group's
commitment to an Army career. The lower rating of "Food" by the Two-Year Group
suggests that these men do not see VOLAR innovations in this area as significant
improvements.
The two groups agreed more on things that would cause them to re-enlist (Table 26)
or leave the Army (Table 27) than might have been expected. For both types of lists
(re-enlist or leave), there is agreement on seven out of 10 items. Among the Two-Year
Group, conditions that would shorten the term of re-enlistment are given greater importance as an influence toward re-enlistment. The More Than Two Years Group emphasizes
re-enlistment benefits.
Among conditions influencing men to leave the Army, the Two-Year Group only
emphasizes the lack of privacy, the lack of opportunity to make money, and the
'Because a significant interaction of Posts by Time emerged for both the Two-Year Group and a
significant main effect for Posts for the More Than Two Years group, analysis over time by Posts and
Groups separately could show a clearer pattern of trends. Such analyses are presented later in this
summary.
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Table 24

Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Most Important Personally,
by Two Groups of Enlisted Men
Time in Army
Two-Year
Group
(N=10.406)

Item

More Than
Two Year
Group
(N=8,904)

1
2
4
3
7

2

Being able to get good medical and dental service
Being sure I'll be able to earn a living
Being treated with respect
Being treated like a responsible person
Having good food
Having a chance to plan my own future
Getting fair treatment on the job
Having a good family life
Doing interesting and satisfying work
Having some privacy
Having an opportunity for personal advancement or promotion
Being free to speak up and be heard
Having free evenings and weekends
Being able to get free dental and eye care for dependents

3
6
5
1
7

9
6
10

6
10

5
8
4
8

Table 25

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is
Doing Most About, by Two Groups of Enlisted Men
Time in Army
Item

More Than
Two-Year jTwo Year
Group

(N=10.406)

A chance to have and use my own car or cycle
A chance to play sports
Educational opportunities
Opportunity to make and get telephone calls
Legal counsel
Counseling and aid for drug users
A chance to be of service .o my country
Paid vacations
Cash as a re-enlistment bonus
Medical and dental service
Retirement benefits
Someone to talk over problems with
Free evenings and weekends

Food

1
2
4
3
7
6

Group

(N=8,904)

2
3
1
7
5
8
4
6

8
5
9
10
10

9
43

Table 26

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items Exerting Strongest Influence on
Men to Re-Enlist, by Two Groups of Enlisted Men
Time In Army

Two-Year
Group
(N,,I0,406)

Item

If a stabilized tour were given for re-ealisting
If the Army would allow retraining in an MOS of a man's choice
If weekends and holidays were not charged against leave timr
If I were able to re-enlist for duty in a specific unit
If a promotion were given as a re-enlistment bonus
If better education were assured for dependents
If I were able to resign my enlistment on a 30-day notice
The retirement benefits
If extra leave were gien as a re-enlistment bonus
If cash were given a. a re-enlistment bonus
If there were less harassment
If they had shorter re-enlistment terms

More Than
Two Year
Group

(N=8,904)
1
4
6
2
3
7

4
3
2
9
8
6
1
10

5
8
10

7
5
9

The chance to be of service to my country

Table 27

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items Exerting Strongest Influence on
Men to Leave the Army, by Two Groups of Enlisted Men
Time in Army

Item

Mickey Mouse stuff
The overtime work
The evening and weekend duty
The way the rules are stated and enforced
The living quarters (barracks)
The present state of the Vietnam War
The reaction of the general public to the military
The amount of privacy there is
The risk of physical danger
The amount of racial and other discrimination
The chance to make money
The kind of family life I can have
The chances I have to meet and date girls
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t More Than
Two-Year ITwo Year
Group
Group
(N=1O0406) IN=8,904)
84
83
82
80
81
77
75
78

84
83
82
79
78
81
80
77
76

79
76
75

uncertainty of being able to have a good family life. The More Than Two Years Group
only emphasizes the risk of physical danger, and racial and other discriminations as
reasons for leaving the Army.
As indicated, there is considerable agreement between the Two-Year Group and the
More Than Two Years Group in the top 10 items influencing them to remain in the
Army and the bottom 10 that influence them to leave. However, when the mean ratings
of all items common to Check Lists 3 and 4 are considered for these separate groups, a
somewhat different picture emerges. The correlation between the items of Check Lists 3
and 4 was .41 for the Two-Year Group and -. 22 for the More Than Two Years Group.
The .41 correlation for the former group indicates that the Army actions perceived
by these men tend to be items that they say would have a positive effect on their
re-enlistment intention. Conversely, the correlation of -. 22 for the latter group suggests
that the actions they perceive the Army as undertaking may have a slightly negative
effect on their re-enlistment intentions. Thus, while both groups tend to agree on their
ratings uf things that exert the greatest influence on their re-enlistment decision, either
positive or negative, overall they disagree somewhat in their perception of what the Army
is doing in relation to that which would influence them to re-enlist.
Because a significant interaction of Posts by Time emerged for both the Two-Year
Group and More Than Two Years Group, several variables were examined for these two
groups for each post, separately over time:
(1) Re-enlistment Intention
(2) Composite Attitude Score
(3) Questionnaire Item 69, which was not part of the Composite Attitude
, A.re'
(4) Jverall mean of Check List 3 (overall awareness of Army actions)
These data, as illustrated in Figures 1-5, have not been statistically adjusted for
differences between posts in the background characteristics of the post populations.
Hence, the data presented next, post by post, do not provide a means of making
comparisions of posts per se. The primary interest in these data is to observe trends over
time where they occur at individual posts.
There is considerable fluctuation over time, as can be observed in the majority of
the figures. The present authors used straight lines of best fit to test for trends, but the
assumption of linearity is questionable in most cases and the slopes will not be reported.
Only where the assumption of linearity seems reasonable, and where a slope has been
obtained of sufficient magnitude to suggest a potentially important trend, will a trend be
discussed. The test for trends used here is susceptible to the effects of a single highly
deviant point, particularly when that point falls at the beginning of the questionnaire
administration series.
Two striking examples of such deviant points can be observed in the Fort Benning
data (Re-enlistment Intention for men with less than two years of service) and the Fort
Jackson data (Question 69 for men with less than two years of service). Because these
points are at the extremes, it is difficult to determine whether they reflect a stable shift,
random variation, or uncontrolled factors associated with the particular administration. It
should be noted that in highly variable attitudinal data of this sort (including
Re-enlistment Intention), a 22-week period is probably too short a time to provide clear
evidence of trends. Further, the VOLAR experiment could not reasonably be expected to
produce sharp changes in attitudes during its firs- 22 weeks.
'Questionnaire Item 69: "Overall, would you say your opinion of the Army has gone up or down
since you came into the Army?" Rated on a six-point scale ranging from Gone up a lot (6) to Gone
down a lot (1). This item permitted a man to express an opinion about the Army independent of any
implicit comparison with civilian life.
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At Fort Ord. there is a downward trend in Re-enlistment Intention and in the
Composite Attitude Score for the More Than Two Years Group.
At Fort Jackson, there is a downward trend in Composite Attitude Score for men
with less than two years of service, and a downward trend in Item 69 for men with more
than two -,oars ol ',,rvive.
At Fort .enning. there is a slight upward trend in Composite Attitude Score for the
More Than Two Years Group and a clear trend upward in Check List 3. Over time, there
is an increasing awareness that the Army is doing something to improve conditions both
among men with two ycars or less, and those with more than two years in the Army.
At Fort Carson. there is an increasing trend toward re-enlistment among men with
two years or less in the Army. Also, Question 69 and Check List. 3 show upward trends
for both Less Than Two Vears rhd More Than Two Years groups.
At, Fort Knox, there is an upward trend in Re-enlistment IntentiOni and a downward
trend in Composite Attitude Score for the More Than Two Years 'Group. For the
"Two-Year Group, there is an upward trend on Check List 3.
These findings, which are summarized in Table 28, show a fairly clear aiW explicable
pattern. Upward trends are most evident at two VOLAR experimental posts, Fort
Benning and Fort Carson. At Fort Ord, an experimental post where most of the
innovations were directed at trainees rather than permanent party, and at the control
posts, Fort Jackson and Fort Knox, there are relatively fewer trends of any consequence
and more of these trends are downward. The downward trends may reflect a deterioration in attitudes where men are aware of VOLAR actions that are occurring elsewhere
but that do not affect them.
Table 28

Trends for Enlisted Men With More Than and
Less Than Two Years of Service
Posta

Re-enlistment
Intention

Inento

Composite
Attitude
Score

Item

69 b

Awareness of
Army Actions
(Check
List 3)

2Years >2Years <2Years >2Years <2Years >2Years<2,Years >2Years

Fort Benning

Fort Carson
Fort Ord
Fort Jackson
Fort Knox

UP

UP

UP
Down

UP

UP

UP

UP

Down
Down

UP

UP
Down

Down

UP

dThe thr•'e experimental posts are listed alphabetically, followed by the "control" posts,
')Ilwm 69 Overall would you say your opinion of the Army has gone up or down since you
,.,m. into the' Army?

hl'.raps the most important observation to be made is that where monies hav' I.,en
.,lht on VOLAR innovations affecting permanent party personnel-at Fort Betnning and
at For' ('arson---there is consistent recognition of Army action by these men. wheither
tih,-v 'av, had les,, or more thnn two years of service (Check List 3).

'PI
Comparisons for Officers in OT and for
VI and RA Combined, by Post and Over Time
Three different groups of officers have been identified according to their status-OT,
VI, and RA. The HumRRO report demonstrates that the OT group is quite different in
many of its background characteristics and attitudes toward the Army compared to VI
and RA officers. VI and RA officers tended to be quite similar and, therefore, were
combined into one group for additional analyses.
Among a great variety of ways in which they differ from VI and RA, OT officers
are younger, lower in rank, and have less time in the Army. OT officers had less
favorable attitudes toward the Army and few intended to remain in the :I.rmy-31%
compared to 80% of the combined VI and RA group.
Regression analyses with Intention to Remain in the Army as the variable to be
predicted were undertaken for these two groups separately. The best set of predictors for
each group (in order ef importance) was:
OT Officers

VI and RA Officers

Time in Army
Time in Army
Draft Motivation
Draft Motivation
Age
Race by Education
Rank
Rank by Education
Age
The multiple correlation between each set of predictors and Intention to Remain in
the Army was .40 for OT and .36 for VI and RA. In both instances, a very large
proportion of the variation in Intention to Remain in the Army is not accounted for by
the predictor variables. When Posts, Time, and the Post by Time Interaction were added
to the regre-sion equation, the multiple correlation did not increase significantly for
either group.
The HumRRO report provides descriptive statements that contrast several items
from Check Lists 1, 3, and 4 on which OT officers differed considerably from the
combined VI-RA group. The present authors have prepared tables providing the 10
highest ranking items on Check Lists 1, 3, and 4 and the 10 lowest ranking items on
Check Lists 1 and 4 for the OT group and the VI-RA group (Tables 29 to 33).
For the items rated most important personallyL (Table 29), six items were common
to both groups. On only one of the top 10 items did the groups differ significantly (more
than one standard deviation): "Being sure of continued retirement benefits for my family
if I should die" was significantly less important to OT officers.
For the items rated least important personally (Table 30), eight are found in the
lists of both groups. On only one of the 10 items least personally important did the
groups differ significantly-"Freedom from physical danger."
Nine of the 10 items that the Army is seen as doing the m':.t about (Table 31) were
common to the OT and VI-RA lists. The groups did not differ significantly in their rating
of the one item specific to each group.
The two groups ay-eed on eight of the 10 items that would influence them to
remain in the Army (Table 32). The groups differed significantly on one item: "The
chance to make money."
The two groups also agreed on eight of the ten items that would influence them to
leave the Army (Table 33) and differed significantly on only one item: "The choice of
job assignment," which exerts a stronger influence on the OT officers to leave the Army.
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Table 29
Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Most Personally Important, by
Two Officer Groups
Ranking
Item

Oit

Obligatd

Doing interesting and satisfying work
Getting fair treatment from my superiors
Having a chance to plan my own future
Having a feeling of usefulness

1
2
3.5
3.5

Having some privacy

5

Having some choice of job assignment
Having some personal freedom
Having a good family life
Being free to speak up and be heard

6.5
6.5
8
9

Being treated with respect

10.5

Having superiors who merit respect
Having an opportunity for peesonal advancement or
promotion
Being able to get good medical service for my

10.5

dependents

T

Tor

Voluntary Indefinite
and Regular Army

1
4
2

5

11
6.5
3

6.5

Being able to get good medical and dental service for

myself
Being sure of continued retirer ent benefits for my
family if I should die
Being given the amount of responsibility I think I

can handle
Having clear rules that I can fairly enforce

8
9

11
11

As with the enlisted men, several variables were examined for the two officer groups
for each post separately over time. These were:
(1) Intention to Remain in the Army
(2) Composite Attitude Score
(3) Questionnaire Item 77 (which was Item 69 on the enlisted questionnaire)
(4) Overall mean of Check List 3 (overall awareness of Army actions)
The officer data, as illustrated in Figures 6-10, have not been statistically adjusted
for differences between posts in background characteristics of the post populations, so
comparisons between posts are not appropriate. Because the number of officers reporting
for the administration of the questionnaire at any single session was small, the officer
data show even greater variability than the enlisted data. There were only a few instances
where the assumption of linearity seemed reasonable and where a trend appeared
sufficiently stable to warrant reporting.'
At Fort Benning, there is a reasonably clear upward trend in Intention to Remain in
the Army among VI and RA officers. At Fort Jackson, there are upward trends in the

'See pages 45 and 51 for a discussion of other considerations concerning these trend tests.
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Table 30

Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Least Personally Important, by
Two Officer Groups
em,,king,
Item".

Obligated Tour
Having counseling and aid about money
problems
Having free personal services
Getting free job training
Being able to use special discount stores
Having a variety of entertainment available
Getting time off for overtime work
Being allowed to have guests in my on-post
living quarters
Having legal counsel
Having good local transportation available
Having someone to talk over problems with
Freedom from physical danger
Having a good social life

.

Voluntary Indefinite

and Regular Army

56.5
56.5
55
54
53
52

57
56
54
50
53
55

51
49.5
49.5
48

51
52
49
48

Table 31

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing the
Most About, by Two Officer Groups
Item

ItmRanking
ii

Paid vacations
Counseling and aid for drug users
Legal counsel
Harassment of trainees
A chance to be of service to my country
Educational opportunities
Freedom from racial and other discrimination
Good relations with people of -"...r races
Medical and dental service for ,,.vself
Food
Continued retirement benefits for my family
;is case of my death
Opportunity to maintain my physical fitness
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SObligated Tour

1.5
1.5
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10.5

Voluntary Indefinite.
and Regular Army

1
2
7.5
5
3
4
6
9
7.5

10.5
10

Table 32

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items Exerting Strongest
Influence to Remain in the Army, by Two Officer Groups
Ranking
Voluntary Indefinite
and Regular Army

Item
Obligated Tour

If pay increases were based on merit
If there were "across the board" pay increases
If tours of duty were stabilized
If there were increased chances for promotion
The retirement benefits
The chances to make money
If weekends and holidays were not charged against
leave time
If there were free dental and eye care for dependents
If there were continued retirement benefits for my
family in case of my death
If more equitable job assignments were made
If I were promoted one grade
The chance to be of service to my country

1
2.5
2.5
4
5
6.5

5
2
6
1
4

6.5
8.5

10
7

8.5
10

3
8
9

Table 33

Check List 4; Rankings of 10 Items Exerting Strongest
Influence to Leave the Army, by Two Officer Groups
Ranking
Item

etVoiuntary
t

Red tape and irrelevancies
If I could get a good civilian job
The present state of the Vietnam war
"`heevening and weekend duty
The overtime work
The risk of physical danger
Tie way the rules are stated and enforced
The choice of job assignments
The reaction of the general public to the military
The extent to which I can speak up and be heard
The local tranportation service on post and to town
If my Army friands were to resign
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Indefinite
Regular Army

Tand

85
84
81
83
82
79
77.5

85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76

80
78
77.5
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responses to Question 77 for the VI and RA group and on the awareness of VOLAR
actions for the OT group. The officer data, overall, are much less compelling than the
enlisted data, and offer little evidence of VOLAR effects.
SUMMARY OF HumRRO EVALUATION OF ARMY-WIDE
SAMPLE OF ENLISTED AND OFFICER PERMANENT
PARTY PERSONNEL
This section summarizes the part of the HumRRO evaluation that is concerned with
an Army-wide survey of enlisted and officer permanent party personnel (9).
During February 1971, the Office of Personnel Operations (OPO) selected an
Army-wide random 1% sample of enlisted and officer permanent party.' The questionnaires that were developed for permanent party personnel in the main study were
administered to this Army-wide sample in March.
Ten thousand enlisted men and 1,000 officers were expected to complete the
questionnaire. The numbers of responses actually obtained, however, were only 4,731 and
641. The objectives of the Army-wide survey had been to obtain data that could be
considered representative of the Array in general and to generalize the findings of the
main study to the Army as a whole if it could be demonstrated that characteristics and
attitudes of the men in the main study were similar to those of men in the Army-wide
sample. It is impossible, however, to determine whether the Army-wide sample is
representative of the Army, because the reasons for the sizable attrition in the survey are
unknown. While it can only be assumed that the bias in the Army-wide study is
negligible, questionnaire returns of less than 50% for enlisted men and 64% for officers
restrict the value of the Army-wide study.
DATA ON ENLISTED SAMPLE
Background Characteristics
The background characteristics of the Army-wide sample, taken on.e at a time, did
not deviate significantly fromn those of the main study. However, the deviations that did
occur were consistently in a direction that has been shown to be related to a less positive
attitude toward the Army (e.g., the Army-wide sample was younger and had been in the
Army a shorter period of time). On only one of nine background characteristics (Mode of
Entry into the Service) did the sample deviate from the main study in a direction that
would favor a more positive attitude toward the Army.
Attitudes
Mean values for Re-enlistment Intention, Change in Opinion of the Army since
coming into the service (questionnaire Item 69) and Perception of Army Acta3ns (Check
List 3) are given in Table 34. This table provides data for the Two-Year Group and the
More Than Two Year Group. Data from the main study, based upon questionnaires
Not included were men in Vietnam and at posts already included in the main study (see previous
section).
2
Each of these variables is defined in the previous section of this report. The table was produced
from data presented in "Attitudinal Studies of the VOLAR Experiment, 1971: 5. Army-Wide Sample of
Enlisted Men and Officers" (9).
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Table 34

Mean Values for Selected Variablesa
Questionnaire Administration
I and 15 March 1971
Item

Re-enlistment Intention

Change in Opinion of Army

Perception o. Army Actionc

Enlisted Men,
Two-Year

Enlisted Men,
More Than
Two Years

Group

Group

Army.Wide

14.6

62.8

Ord
Jackson
Benning
Carson
Knox

13.5
16.9
14.0
9.8
10.7

68.0
69.0
59.4
55.7
61.2

Sample

Army-Wide

2.38

2.81

Ord
Jackson
Benning
Carson
Knox

2.35
2.59
2.68
2.38
2.38

2.70
2.76
3.21
2.83
2.78

Army-Wide

2.17

1.98

Ord
Jackson
Benning
Carson
Knox

2.19
2.11
2.07
2.16
2.20

1.94
1.85
1.85
1.97
1.97

i

aData not corrected for differences in background characteristics
bpercentage values
CDoing a lot received a value of 1, doingsomething, 2, and doing nothing 3,
hence a lower value indicates more action i, being perceived.

completed during the weeks of 1 and 15 March 1971 (the approximate times when the

Army-wide questionnaires were completed) are also provided; however, it should be noted
that the data have not been adjusted for differences in background characteristics of the
different samples.
The Two-Year Group. For the 1 and 15 March administrations of the questionnaires,
the percentage of men who were planning to re-enlist (or were undecided) was greater in
the Army-wide sample Two-Year group than at any post in the main study with the
exception of Fort Jackson. Change in Opinion of the Army was the same as. or le"
favorable in the March Army-wide sample than at all posts in the main study except for
Fort Ord. In March, the Army-wide sample perceived more action being taken than did
men at Fort Ord and Fort Knox.
The More Than Two Year Group. In March, the Re-enlistment Intention for the
Army-Wide More Than Two Year sample was greater than that for samples at Fort
Benning, Fort Carson, and Fort Knox. In March, Change in Opinion of the Army for the
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Army-wide sample was more favorable than that at all posts except Fort Benning, and
the Army-wide sample perceived less action being taken by the Army than any of the
samples at the posts in the main study.
Check List Responses
The items that ranked in the top and bottom 10 for each of the check lists are
given for the five-post main study and Army-wide samples in Tables 35-42. In general,
the rankings for the two samples are quite similar. The poorest overlaps of the top 10 or
bottom 10 items are found in Table 40 (items the Army is perceived as doing the least
about) and in Table 42 (items exerting the strongest influence to leave the Army).
Table 35
Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Most Important Personally, by
Enlisted Men at Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking
Item

Five Post

Army-Wide
.

(N-19,310)1 (N=4,731)
Being able to get good medical and dental service
Being sure I'll be able to earn a living
Being treated with respect
Being treated like a responsible person
Having good food
Having a chance to plan my own future
Getting fair treatment on the job
Having a good family life
Doing interesting and satisfying work
Having some privacy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
5
5
5
7.5
2.5
7.5
9
2.5
10

Table 36
Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Least Important Personally, by
Enlisted Men at Five Posts and Army-Wide

Item

Having good bus service
Having a chdnce to meet and date girls
Having free personal services (haircuts, laundry, etc.)
Having a chance to play sports
Having a chance for travel and new experience
Having a variety of entertainment available
Having counseling a;id aid about money problems
Freedom from physical danger
Getting time off for overtime work
Having a place to get together with friends
Getting free job training
Being able to use special discount stores

Ranking
Five Posts Army.Wide
(N=19,310) (N=4.731)

57
5r,
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48

57
55
56
54
51.5
50
51.5
47.5
53
49
47.5

I

Table 37

Check List 2: Rankings of 10 Items Having Best Chance of
Being Found in the Army, by Enlisted Men at
Five Posts and Army-Wide
J

Ranking
Item

Being allowed to have and use my own car or cycle
Being able to make and get telephone calls
Having legal counsel
Having a chance to be of service to my country
Getting paid vacations
Forming satisfying friendships
Having a chance to play sports
Having educational opportunities
Being able to get good medical and dental service
Having respect for superiors
Being able to use special discount stores

Five Posts

Army-Wide

[ N=19.310)

(N=-4,731)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

:

1
6
2
7.5
7.5
4
3
5
9
10

Table 38

Check List 2: Rankings of 10 Items Having Least Chance of
Being Found in the Army, by Enlisted Men at
Five Posts and Army-Wide
;

Ranking

Item

Having free personal services (haircuts, laundry, etc.)
Having a choice of job location
Having freedom from Mickey Mouse stuff
Having a chance to meet and date girls
Having a chance to be my own boss
Having some choice of job
Getting the kind of specialized training I would like
Getting 'tivie off for overtime work
Having a chance to make money
Being respected by the general public
Having good bus service
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Five Posts Army-Wide
(N=19,310)[ (N=4,731)
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48

57
56
55
52
54
53
49
50
51
48

Table 39
G.tck List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing Most
About, by Enlisted Men at Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking
Five Posts Army-Wide
(Ni.19.310) (N=-1731)

Item__

Item

A chance to have and use my own car or cycle

1

3

A chance to play sports

2

2

Educational opportunities
Opportunity to make and qet telephone calls
Legal counsel
Counseling and aid for drug users
A chance to be of service to my country
Paid vacations
Cash as a re-enlistment bonus
Medical and dental services
Retirement benefits

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
9.5
4
7.5
9.5
5.5
5.5
7.5

Table 40

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing Least
About, by Enlisted Men at Five Post! and Army-Wide
Item

Ranking
Five Posts Army-Wide
(N=19,310) (N-=4,731)

Chance to resign my enlistment on a 30-day notice

82

80

Making NCO clubs dues-free

81

81.5

Free personal st.vices (haircuts, laundry, etc.)
Shorter re-enlistment terms
Being stationed near home
A chance to meet and date girls
A choice k ' job location
Providing placement service for part-time civilian jobs
Allowing training in an MOS of your choice
Promotion as a re-enlistment bonus
Harassment
Freedom from Mickey Mouse stuff
Higher grade for people who come sinto the Army
with usewul civilian skills
A chance to be my -vn boss

80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73

81.5
78
79
77
75
76

72
72
72
74

65
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Table 41

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items Exerting Strongest Influence on
Enlisted Men to Re-enlist, at Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking
Item

Five Posts Army-Wide
(N=19,310)1 (N=4,731)

If a stabilized tour were given for re-enlisting
If the Army would all,'w retraining in an MOS of a
man's choice
If weekends and holidays were not charged against
leave time
If I were able to re-enlist for duty in a specific unit
If a promotion were given as a re-enlistment bonus
If better education were assured for dependents
If I were able to resign my enlistment on 30-day notice
The retirement benefits
If extra leave were given as a re-enlistment bonus
If cash were given as a re-enlistment bonus
If there were less harassment

1

1

2

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6.5
3
4.5
6.5
4.5
9
10
8

Table 42

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items Exerting Strongest Influence on
Enlisted Men to Leave the Army, at Five Posts and Army-Wide
Item
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Ranking
Five Posts Army-Wide
(N=19,310) (N=4,731)

Mickey Mouse stuff
The overtime work
The evening and weekend duty

84
83
82

84
83
81.5

The way the rules are stated and ,- ;orced

81

80

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
T.,e

80
79
78
77
76
75

81.5
78
77
79

living quarters (barracks)
present state of the Vietnam War
reaction of the general public to the military
amount of privicy there is
risk of physical danger
food
extent to which something is done about complaints
choice I have of job locations
chances to make money
kind of family lift. ron have

76
73.5
73.5
73.5
73.5

The five-post sample is heavily weighted by two non-VOLAR posts (Fort Jackson
and Fort Knox) and the VOLAR Basic Training post (Fort Ord) where most funds were
expended on innovations that did not affect permanent party personnel. To provide a
more refined aumsement of perceptions of VOLAR, comparisons of rankings of the items
the Army is seen as doing the most and least about (Check List 3) are presented in
Tables 43 and 44 for the two VOLAR posts most likely to show an effect (Fort Benning
and Fort Carson), and for the Army-wide sample.
Table 43
Conek List 3: Ra ,nkp
of 10 lamm de Anm
En W Mm Amwy.WWM, at Fort Soni

is Doing Most About, by
and at Fort Carson
Ranking

lum

Educational opportunities
A dance to play orts
A dA rto haw and usewny own car or cyde
Legal cange
Caduiasare-ene bonus
Medical and dental service
Counseling and aid for drug users
Retiement benefits
Opportunity to make and get telephone calls
Paid vacations
Free evenings and weekends
Privacy
Living quarters
A chance to be of service to my country

ArmywAida For1 5dening Fort Carson

(141.731) IN-4.7 1) (N-4,371
1
2
3
4
5.5
5.5
7.5
7.5
9.5
9.5

3
2
1
7
5
10

5
3
1
5
8
4
2

4
6
8
9

9
10
7

Table 44
Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items t''q Army is Doing Least About, by
Enlisted Men Army-Wide, at Fort Benning, and at Fort Carson
Ranking
Item

Making NCO clubs dues-free
Free personal services (haircuts, laundry, etc.)
Chance to resign my enlistment on a 30-day notice
Being stationed near home
Shorter re-enlistment terms
A chance to meet and date girls
Providing placement service for part-time civilian jobs
"Achoice ot job locations
"Achance to be my own boss
Harassment
Freedom from Mickey Mouse stuff
Higher grades for people who come into the Army
with useful civilian skills
Choice of job

Army-Widle IFort Banning IFort Carson
(N=4,731)
(Nff471
(N=4,371)

81.5
81.5
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
72
72

80
81
82
78
79
77
75
76
72

72

78
79
82
81
80
77
75
76

73
74
67

There is some evidence of a difference between the Army-wide sample and the
VOLAR posts on items that the Army is seen as doing the most about, with Fort
Benning and Fort Carson enlisted men seeing the Army doing more about free evenings
and weekends, privacy, and living quarters than men in the Army-wide sample.' In
general, rankings of the bottom 10 items are quite similar for Fort Penning, Fort Carsbn,
and the Army-wide sample.
DATA ON OFFICER SAMPLE
Background Characteristics
The background characteristics of the Army-wide officer sample were consistently
different from those of the main study in a direction that is related to a more posit've
attitude toward the Army. The Army.wide sample was older, of higher rank, has been in
the Army longer, had a higher proportion of married men, and had fewer Obligated Tour
officers than the five-post sample.
Attitudes
While background characteristics of the Army-wide sample are related to more
positive attitudes, the data on Intention to Remain in the Army are mixed. Among
Obligated Tour officers, 33% of the Army-wide sample and 23% of the main study
sample :ntended to leave the Army. Among Voluntary Indefinite and Regular Army
officers, 8Kt of the Army-wide sample and 14% of the main study sample intend to resign
their comm~s'.ons.
Of the Army-wide sample of officers, 34% say their opir'on of the Army has gone
up since coming into the Army as compared to 37% of the officers in the main study. 2
Check Lists
The it(.,.'s thi: ranked in the top and bottom 10 for each of the check lists are
given for the five-post and Army-wide samples in Tables 45-52.
As in the comparisons of check list items for enlisted men, check list rankings of
officers in the Army-wide And five-post studies are similar. There is an overlap between
the two samples on at least eight of the 10 items at the top and at the bottom of each
check list.
Comparisons of rankings of items the Army is seen as doing the most and least
about are given for the Army-wide sample at Fort hienning and Fort ('arson (the two
VO,LAR posts mos. iikely to show an effect) in Tables 53 and 51.
Officers at Fort Benning and Fort Carson, agreeing it h enlisted Ir *n, see more
being done about privacy at their posts than do officers in the Army...ide sample.
Officers at Fort Benning believe that something is hling done about 'lharassment of
t.raine(,s.'" although enlisted men at Fort Bienning, responding to the more, general item of
"'lIarassmnt." do not agree, as shown in Table .10. Offi'ers at Fort Carson helieve that
a'tion, is being taken about food and the enlist(ed menl at thati Io,(t ten(l to agree with
t he l.

"Tlhler(e is.g..neral

agrevinment among officers in the Army-wide sample and officvr., at

Foi. henininga nd Fort Carson about what the Army is doing the( least abotl.
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Table 45

Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Most Important Personally, by
Officers at Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking

Item

Five Posts
IN=2,343)

Doing interesting and satisfying work
Having a feeling of usefulness
Getting fair treatment from my stuperiors
Having a good family life
Having an opportunity for personal advancement or
promotion
Having superiors who merit respect
Being able to get good medical and dental service
for myself
Having some privacy
Being treated with respect
Being given the amount of responsibility I think I
can handle
Being able to get good medical service for my
dependents

I Army-Wide
(N=641)

1
2
3
4

1
2
4
3

5.5
5.5

6
9.5

7
9
9

7.5

9

7.5

9.5

Table 46

Check List 1: Rankings of 10 Items Least Important Personally, by
Officers at Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking
Item

Hving counseling and aid about money problems
Having free peisonal sewvices
Getting fret; lob training
Getting time off for oveltinm ,voik
Having a vaiiety of entertinn.,.i avadlahle•:
r
Being able to use special disn(untn h'dur
Having legal counsel
Having good transpoitation av.,.:.,hi,
H ,a•vinga good social life
Having someone to talk wveiniclehms with
Havingi reilulat working hour

Five Posts

Army-Wide

IN -2,34 3)

(N=641)

57
56
55
54

57
56
54
55

53

53

52
50.5
50.5
,1(i
is

52
1
,.)
.18
b0
5

Table 47

Check List 2: Rankings of 10 Items Most Available in the Army, by
Officers at Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking
Item

Five Posts
(N=2,343)

Army-Wide
(N=641)

Getting paid vacations

1

1

Having a chance to be of service to my country
Having k-t;al counsel
Maintaining my physical fitness
Being sure I'll be able to earn a living
Forming satisfying friendships
Having good relations with people of other races
Being allowed to have guests in my on-post living
quarters
Having a char -e for travel and new experience
Having good food
Being able to get good medical and dental service for
myself

2
3
4.5
4.5
6
7

2
3
8.5
5
4
10

8
9
10.5

6
7

10.5

8.5

Table 48

Check List 2: Rankings of 10 Items Least Available in the Army, by
Officers at Five Posts and Army-Wide

a
Ranking

Item

Having freedom from red tape and irrelevancies
Having free personal services
Getting time off for overtime work
Having a choice of job location
Having some choice of job assignment
Having regular working hours
Being able to get free dental and eye care for
dependents
Being respected by the general public
Having a chance to plan my own future
Getting the kind of specialized training I would like
Having good local transportation available

70

Five Posts
(N=2,343)

Army-Wide
(N=641)

57
56
55
54
53
52

57
56
55
54
52
49.5

51
50
48.5
48.5

53
49.5
51
48

Table 49

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing
Most About, by Officers at Five posts and Army-Wide
Ranking

Paid vacations
Counseling and aid for drug users
A chance to be of service to my country
Educational opportunities
Harassment of trainees
Legal counsel
Freedom from racial and other discrimination
Food
Good relations with people of other races
Medical and dental service for myself
"Across the board" pay increases
A chance for travel and new experience

Five
Posts
(N
=2,343;

Army-Wide
(N=641)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8.5
8.5
10

2
7.5
3

5
4
6
10
7.5
9

Table 50

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing the Least
About, by Officers at Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking

Item

Making Officers' Clubs dues-free
Pay increases based on merit
Additional leave time
Providing annual awards for outstanding officers who
are not in combat arms
Freedom from red tape and irrelevancies
Policy with regard to efficiency ratings
Increased chance of promotion
Requiring officers to buy dress uniforms
Maintaining unit strength
Being stationed near home
A place for visiting family to stay

Five Posts

Arm'y-Wide

(N=2.343)

(N=641)

84
83
82

84
82
83

81
80
78.5
78.5
76.5
76.5
75

81
80
77.5
77.5
79
75.5
75.5
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Table 51

Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items That Would Have the Strongest
Influence on Officers to Stay in the Army, at

Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking
Five Posts Army-Wide

Item

!f there were increased chances for promotion
If there were "across the board" pay increases
If pay increases were based on merit
If tours of duty were stabilized
The retirement benefits
If there were continued retirement benefits for my
family in case of my death
If there were free dental and eye care for dependents
If weekends and holidays were not charged against
leave time
If I were promoted one grade
If more equitable job assignments were made
A chance to be of service to my country
The possibility for travel and new experience

(N=2,343)

(N=641)

1.5
1.5
3
4
5.5

1
2

5.5
7

3
7

4
5

8
9
10

9.5
8
9.5

Table 52
Check List 4: Rankings of 10 Items That Would Have the Strongest
Influence on Officers to Leave the Army, at

Five Posts and Army-Wide
Ranking
Item

Red tape and irrelevancies
If I could get a good civilian job
The evening and weekend duty
The overtime work
The present state of the Vietnam war
The reaction of the general public to the military
The risk of physical danger
The way the rules are stated and enforced
If my Army friends were to resign
The extent to which something is done about
complaints
The family housing available
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Five Posts
(N=2,343)

85
84
83
82
81
79.5
79.5
78
77

Army-Wide
(N=641)

85
84
83
81
82
78
79
80
76

76
77

,i

Table 53

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing the Most About, by
Officers Army-Wide, at Fort Benning, and at Fort Carson
Ranking
Item

Army -Wide Fort Benning Fort Carson

(N-641)

(N=470)

(N=468)

Educational opportunities
Paid vacations
A chance to be of service to my country
ý",)dom from racial and other discrimination

1
2
3
4

3
1
4
9.5

6
1
3
7

,.-.gal counsel
Good relations with people of other races
Counseling and aid for drug users
"Across the board" pay increases
A chance for travel and new experience
Medical and dental service for myself
Privacy
Harassment of trainees
Food
Opportunity to maintain my physical fitness

5
6
7.5
7.5
9
10

6
9.5
2

4.5
2
10

7
5
8

9
4.5
8

Table 54

Check List 3: Rankings of 10 Items the Army is Doing the Least About, by
Officers Army-Wide, at Fort Benning, and at Fort Carson
Ranking
Item

Making Officer's Clubs dues-free
Additional leave time
Pay increases based on merit
Providing annual awards for outstanding officers who are
not in combat arms
Freedom from red tape and irrelevancies
Requiring officers to buy dress uniforms
Policy with regard to efficiency ratings
Increased chance of promotion
Being stationed near home
A place for visiting family to stay
A choice of job location
Equitable job assignments for officers
Maintaining unit strength
Free dental and eye care for dependents

Army-Wide

IFort Benning IFort Carson

(N=641)

(N=470)

(N=468)

84
83
82

84
83
62

84
82.5
82.5

81
80
79
77.5
77.5
75.5
75.5

79
78

81
77.5
75
77.5
80

81
80
77
76
75

79
76
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Integrating and interpreting the findings of the various reports that have been
summarized in the preceding sections can be focused in terms of two major issues:
(1) What effects has the VOLAR field experiment had? (2) What actions should the Army
take in the future to make it a more satisfactory place in which to work and live?
Three types of findings are concerned with the possible effects of VOLAR:
(1) Changes in attitudes toward the Army over time (from the HumRRO
report, 5_,6. 7, 8).
(2) Recognition of actions at VOLAR posts and comparison with perceptions
of action at non-VOLAR posts and Army-wide (from the HumRRO report, _5,6, 7, 8, 9).
(3) Satisfaction with conditions that VOLAR actiona were intended to affect
(from the Fort Benning report, 1).'
Three types of findings may be used in the planning of future innovations:
(1) Ratings of the personal importance of innovative projects and specific
features of Army life (from the Fc 1.Bragg, 2, Fort Carson, 3, and HumRRO reports, 5,
6,7,8,9).
--(2) The identification of personal needs and the extent to which the Army
presently satisfies these needs (from the Feot Benning report, 1).
(3) The relationship between certain conditions in the Army and career
intention (from the Fort Benning and HumRRO reports).
VOLAR EFFECTS
VOLAR innovations were introduced throughout the latter half of FY 1971, and
their effects on attitudes toward the Army, including Re-enlistment Intention, were
assessed throughout this period. Because of the short time that many of the innovations
were actually in effect before assessment, marked changes in attitudes would hardly be
expected. 2 Perhaps the most that could be expected of VOLAR during this period was
an increasing awareness of th2 VOLAR program by soldiers.
Such an awareness is, in fact, what the dati for enlisted men in the HumRRO report
suggest (see Tible 28). At both Fort Benning and Fort Carson, where most VOLAR
in't,,vations were implemented, an increasing awareness of VOLAR actions was apparent
ain.:1g men with less than two years, as well as among those with more "than two years
of service.
Other more specific evidence of VELAR effects is suggested by comparing the
perceptions of men at Fort Benning and Fort Carson wit those of men in the
non-VeLAR Army-wide sample. For example, enlisted men at both of these posts were
more aware of action being taken about privacy, living quarters, and free evenings and
weekends than were men in the Army-wide sample (Table 43). Improvements in attitudes
toward the Army at these two posts are less consistently seen, although no deterioration

'While the Fort Carson report does contain information on the impact of VOLAR projects, these
findings were omitted from the preceding summary because of the probable bias in the measure.
2
As subsequent evaluations of VOLAR effects are reported, the probability of finding positive
changes in attitudes is likely to increase. Indeed, follow ap data collected at Fort Benning indicated that
career intention was reliably higher in November 1971 than in November 1970 for first-tour personnel.
These data will be reported subsequently by Fort Benning.
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in attitudes is evident either. While Fort Ord was an experimental post, the VOLAR
innovations there were focused largely upon the trainees, rather than upon the permanent
party personnel who are the subjects of this report.'
At Fort Ord and the two remaining posts, Fort Jackson and Fort Knox, there is
little consistency among enlisted men in shifts in awareness of VOLAR and in the
attitudes expressed toward the Army. Two positive trends were observed at Fort Knox:
(a) an increase in Re-enlistment Intention among men with more than two years of
service, and (b) an increase in awareness of VOLAR actions (as reflected in the HumRRO
questionnaire Check List 3) among men with two years of service or less. The other
trends observed at these three posts were unfavorable. It is not unreasonable, however,
that control posts and a training post like Fort Ord, where the permanent party men
have heard of MVA and VOLAR but see relatively li. - being done for them, would
show some unfavorable trends in attitudes.
The officer data on evidence of VOLAR effects were extremely variable (in part,
caused by the small number of officers who participated in the study) and provided little
conclusive evidence of the impact of VOLAR.
The clearest evidence of soldiers' awareness of VOLAR is found in the questionnaire
data collected for the Fort Benning report. Men at Forts Benning and Knox were asked
in November 1970 and in June 1971 how well they thought 118 different features or
situations of Army life had been handled at their posts. At Fort Benning, 72 of the 118
items showed statistically significant positive shifts between November and June for both
first- and extended-tour enlisted groups. At Fort Knox, a control post limited to
nonfunded innovations, 27 of the 118 items showed significant upward shifts for the
first-tour enlisted men, and 33 for the extended-tour enlisted men.
Among officers at Fort Benning, 56 items showed positiv.d shifts for first-tour
personnel and 55 items for extended-tour. At Fort Knox, comparable groups showed 32
and 31 significant upward shifts in opinions about how 118 features of Army life had
been handled.
The data on VOLAR effects thus provide substantial evidence that soldiers are
becoming increasingly aware that the Army is undertaking action to improve work and
living conditions.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
Favorable attitudes toward the Army are desirable whether men plan to remain in
service or to return to civilian life. Such favorable attitudes could probably be induced by
focusing future actions upon:
(1) Those personal needs and aspects and conditions of Army life rated
important by men now in the Army.
(2) Irritants and inequities perceived by men now in the Army.
(3) Conditions that men say would influence them to remain in the Army.
Data on needs and conditions of Army life viewed as important hy men now in the
Army are given in several installation reports and the HumRRO report: in the Fort Bragg
report, the VOLAR actions that increased personal satisfaction with the Army; in the
Fort Carson report, the importance of specific VOLAR projects at that post; and in the
HumRRO report, the perweived importance of general conditions and situations of Army
life.2
'The data from Fort Bragg and from USAREUR, the other two experimental locations, were to
limited2 to support any conclusions.
Neither the Fort Benning nor the Fort Ord report contained importance ratings.
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Projects and innovations that, in the vartous reports, were ranked at least one
standard deviation above the mean importance rankings for all the items were identified
and classified, as shown in Table 55.
The projects that could be rated are, obviously, limited to the specific items in each
of the original questionnaires. At Fort Bragg, for example, none of the 24 VOLAR
projects were classifiable under Personal Security or Personal Satisfaction-Fulfillment.
Consequently, no projects from Fort Bragg appear in these categories, not because they
are unimportant to men at Fort Bragg, but because there were no projeits concerned
with such factors at Fort Bragg and, therefore, no items in the Fort Bragg ,uestionnaire
dealt with these factors.
The report from Fort Benning presents the results of a factor analysis ..f data on
attitudes about the Army (1). Because these data are not based upon importance ratings,
they do not v.ppear in Table 55 (however, items of one factor will be presented ii. Table
57, in which irritants and inequities are presented). Four factors were identified as ,eeds
of men in the Army: (a) Involvement with the Army and its missions, (b) amelioratioi of
Inequities, (c) Security needs, and (d) adequate Leadership. These factors were dictated
by the kinds of attitude items in the questionnaire. There would be no possibility of sue i
a category as "Medical and dental care" emerging as a factor, for example, because there
were no items covering medical and dental carc i, the portion of the Fort Benning
questionnaire used in the factor analysis.
A more universal coverage can be obtained from the total range of questionnaire
data on the importance of various features of Army life. Suwh dati have been extracted
from the Fort Bragg, (D), Fort Carson, (3), and HumRRO reports (main study at five posts,
5, 7, and the Army-wide sample, ).
Table 55 provides some basis for selecting particular categories to be emphasized in
planning future innovations. There is striking consensus on such general features as the
importance and desirability of being treated with respect, receiving fair treatment, having
reasonable work conditions, and having improved medical services and facilities. Many
relatively cost-free innovations can be identified in the categories Consideration for the
Individual and Personal Satisfaction-Fulfillment. Further, there is ample evidence that
areas in which considerable sums of VOLAR money have been expended contain projects
that men do consider important: medical and dental care, civilianization of ., i and other
details, privacy in the barracks and furnishings for them, labor saving devic.,, and family
housing (as this can be related to the item "Having a good family life").
Those items rated at least one standard deviation below the mean in importance
were identified and classified as shown in Table 56. Most apparent in Table 56 is the low
importance placed on leisure vnd recreational activities and projects. It is in the avea of
leisure activities that there is the greatest agreement, among .1ilgroups, as to the low
importance of such projects and activities.
As seen in Table 57, overtime work and evening and weekend duty are seen as
irritants in Army life. The apparent contradiction in the low importance given to getting
time off for overtime work in Table 56 might most reasonably he interpreted as a
rejection of overtime work.
The presence of items relating to re-enlistment activities among the least important
is consistently found only in the less than two year groups and is undoubtedly influenced
by the preponderance of men in this group who do not plan to re-enlist.

Irritants and inequities that may influence men to leave the Army can be identified
from responses to Check List 4 in the HumRRO main study, and from the factor analysis
of attitudes in the Fort Benni.,g study. Table 57 classifies the items on HumRRO Check
List 4 that most influence men to leave the Army, and the items in the Fort Benning
study that define the Inequities factor. The Inequities factor was negatively correlated
with plans to make the Army a career.
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As in Table 55, where the integrity of the individual and work conditions were
reviewed as highly iinportant, Table, 57 provides considerable evidence that, at present,
meaningless work ("Mickey Mouse stuff" apd "Red tape irrelevancies"), arbitrary treatment of the individual ("The way the rules are stated and enforced"), and unreasonable
duty hours ake important areas for Army action.,Improvements in items in the categories
Consideration for the Individual and, perhaps, Assignmeht Policies would cost relatively
little.. The items in the Miscellaneous category are not under the direct control of the
Army,
A classification of the conditions that would have the strongest influence on men to
remain in the Army (taken from Table 20) is presented in Table 58,
Some, of the conditional items in 'Table 58, such aý resigning from the Army on
30-days notice, are probably impractical; others, such as. providing a stabilized tour of
duty for fe-enlistment, ranked high among both men in their :first tour and career soldiers
and by officers in a cowrparable item, may be more practicable. The item on harassment,
phraked negatively, appeared in Table 57 (Category B), as a deterrent for enlisted men to
re-enlist and officers in' their first tour, in the Fort Benning study, to remain. As a
HumRRO item, it Was phrased positively and appears in Table 58 (Category B), as
responded to by men with twd years' or less of service. In both cases, it suggests a
condition that wprrants ittention by the Army.
The two most conspicuous and ubiquitous categories in Tables 55, 57, and 58 are
Consideration for the Individual and Conditions'of Wprk. Men view innovative actions in
these categories as important, as influencing them to stay in the Army, and, if not taken, as
'influencing them to lbave the Army. Items classified under Family Life are related to
Conditions of Work; the length of the working hours and the free time on evenings and
weekends are clearly connected to Fanmily Life. The irhportance of security and medical and
dental care has long been recognized and dealt with by the Army. Re-enlistment benefits
(Table 58) that focus oii promotion and money might be subsumed under Personal Security.
However, providing for more leisure and recreational activities" cannot be expected to have
much impact on re-enlistment, according to the inforffnation in Table 56.
All of the items in Tables 55, 57, and 58 appear to be promising candidates for future
innovations. h1owever, it seems unlikely that any single 3ction, in and of itself, w'uld
greatly affect re-enlistment or retention. The assignment of priorities to candidate actions
can only be judgmental. Nevertheless, a reasonable procedure would be to focus attention
on conditions affecting the grbatest number of men and producing the most apparent and
continuing effects on their day-to-day lives. Two categories that meet this criterion
exceptionally well are Consideration for the Individual and, Conditions o" Work. Thus, in
the future, it would seem reasonable to give high priority to practices and projects within
these categories.
I

I
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Table 58

Classification of Conditions That Men Say
Would Influence Them to Remain in the Army
HumRRO Army-Wide

HumRRO Main Study
<2 Years

>2 Years

OTb

Vl.RAb

All EM

All Officers

A. Conditions
of Re-enlistment
If a stabilized
tour were given
for re-enlistment
If tours of duty were stabilized

X

X

... c

...

X

...

---

...

X

X

---

X

X

X

...

-

X

...

...

X

If I were able to re-enlist for
duty in a specific unit

If I were able to resign my
enlistment on a 30-day
notice

If they had shorter re-enlistment terms
If a promotion were given as
a re-enlistment bonus
If I were promoted one grade

X

X
X

X

---

X

...

...

...

X

---

X

...

...

X

...

...

X

...

X

If extra leave were given as
X

a re-enlistment bonus

If cash were given as a
re-enlistment bonus
B. Consideration for the Individual
If there were less harassment

X

X

C. Job Training and Assignment
If the Army would allow
retraining in an MOS of
a man's choice

X

X

---

...

...

X

If more equitable job assignments were made

D. Medical Care
If there were free dental and
eye care for dependents

X

X

X

X

X

---

X

X

X

---

X

E. Personal Satisfaction and
Fulfillment
If pay increases were based
on merit

If there were increased chances

for promotion
The possibility for travel and
new experience

X
(Continued)
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Table 58 (Continued)

Classification of Conditions That Men Say
Would Influence Them to Remain in the Army
Itema

F. Personal Security
The retirement benefits
If there were "across the
board" pay increases
If there were continued retirement benefits for my family
in case of my death

<2 Years

X

HumRRO Main Study
>2 Years
OTb

X

HumRRO Army-Wide
All Officers
All E•M

X

X

X

X

....

X

X

--

X

--

X
X

X

---

X

X

X

X

The chances to make money
G. Miscellaneous
If weekends and holidays were
not charged against leave
time

j
VI-RAb

X

X

X

X

If a better education were
assured for dependents
The chance to be of service
to my country

X
X

X

altems that were considered equivalent, but that differed in wording between the enlisted and officer questionnaires
are bracketed.
bOT=Obligated Tour, VI-RA=Voluntary Indefinite and Regular Army.
CNo comparable items for this group.
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